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Introduction 
Eadon AI is a fully featured AI solution based on behaviour trees which can support multiple 
character controllers. While designed for Eadon Controller, Eadon AI is perfectly capable of 
driving a character built around Malbers Animal Controller or Invector Third Person 
Controller and includes features for group behaviours and communication which work 
across controllers. 
 

Features 
Eadon AI has the following features: 
 

• Based on the same character setup as Eadon Character Controller with full access to 
every controller feature by the AI 

o Full locomotion 
o Inventory and equipment 
o Spells 

• Integration with RPG system 

• Full AI system based on behaviour trees 
o Behaviour tree editor and debugger 
o Custom action system 
o Events 
o Behaviour tree context (blackboard) with dynamic initialisation 
o Behaviour trees can be shared across multiple entities 
o Per character custom initialisation data 
o Includes a generic Behaviour Tree Agent component that does not require a 

character controller 

• Navigation system independent 
o Supports Unity built in NavMesh system 
o Supports A* Pathfinding Project Pro 
o Mix and match both systems in the same scene 

• Autonomous pathfinding in 3D space 

• Optional support for Invector TPC  
o Use this instead of Invector FSM AI to leverage behaviour trees 
o Supports Eadon RPG for Invector 
o Supports King Ceryn’s Directional Combat System 

• Optional support for Malbers Animal Controller 
o Use this instead of Animal Controller Brain to leverage behaviour trees 
o Allows group behaviours and interactions with animals/creatures 
o AI can mount and ride animals 

• Damage integration between Eadon, Invector and Malbers 

• Support for characters that can switch role between NPC and controlled by player 
o Easy implementation of multiple character parties 
o Supports mixed controllers in the party 

 
Please note that the use of Eadon Character Controller is not mandatory if you plan to use 
the asset only with Malbers Animal Controller or Invector Third Person Controller. 
 



Changelog 
 
Version Release Notes 

v1.0 Initial release 
v1.1 Compatibility with Malbers Horse Animset Pro v4.3b/AC 1.3b 

Added strafe and lock on support for NPC AIs 
Added new behaviour tree actions 

v1.2 Bug fixes 
Added sample BTs and demo scenes (Combat, Mounted examples) 
Custom Invector HAP Link for player/NPCs 
New tasks 
Compatibility with HAP/AC 4.3.1/1.3.1 

v1.2.1 Fixed a bug on import if Invector was present but HAP was not 
v1.2.2 Fixed a bug that would detect the wrong object for the player in certain 

cases 
Compatibility with HAP/AC 4.3.1a/1.3.1a 
Added a new task 
Exposed events in inspector 

v1.3 Multiple tasks added 
Combat improvements: 

• auto selection of targets 

• auto selection of attacks 

• spells as attacks 
Taunt System 
Alertness System 
Compatibility with Eadon Controller 1.3 
Compatibility with HAP 4.4/AC 1.4 
Eadon Controller: support for executions 
Eadon Controller: support for custom navmesh link locomotion types 
Invector: option to use native detection system 
Invector: support for King Ceryn’s Directional Combat System 
Behaviour Tree editor improvements and bug fixes 

1.4 NPC parry/counterattack support (Eadon Controller) 
NPC flight (Eadon Controller) 
NPC perform task (Eadon Controller) 
NPC event sender 
NPC time scheduler (supports Enviro 2.4 and Enviro 3) 
NPC runtime initialization (for runtime spawned NPCs) 
Support for RPG preferred targets (Eadon RPG and Eadon RPG for 
Invector) 
Combat improvements and fixes 
New behaviour tree tasks 
Boss health UI support 
Bug fixes 

 
  



 

Prerequisites 
In order to be used and recognised, the AI Addon must be enabled by going to the 
Eadon/Settings menu and ticking the relative checkbox to enable conditional compilation of 
the support for this asset: 
 

 
 



Enabling support for Eadon AI will present the option for enabling support for A* 
Pathfinding Project Pro as an alternative navigation system and for Invector. The settings 
window will only let you enable support if an asset is detected in the project.  
 
If you are using Eadon AI as a standalone AI solution for Malbers Animal Controller or 
Invector Third Person Controller, you need to enable the relative integrations by going to 
the Eadon/AI Settings menu and ticking the relative options: 
 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE 
If you want to use Eadon AI with King Ceryn’s Directional Combat for Invector, you need to 
do one of the following: 
 

1) Import Eadon AI first, import Directional Combat: you’ll get errors in the console 
which will disappear after you enable the integration in the window above 

2) Import Eadon AI in a project already containing Directional Combat: you’ll get errors 
in the console and the window above will not show up: You will need to manually 



add the EADON_USE_INVECTOR_DIRECTIONAL_COMBAT scripting define in the 
Player tab of the project settings and press Apply: 

 

 
 
As in the previous case, only enable options for assets imported in the project. 
 
Please note that to use this asset with third party controllers you need the following version 
installed: 
 
Controller Asset Version 

Invector Invector Melee/Shooter 2.6.2a or later 
 Invector FSM AI Template 1.1.8 or later 
Malbers Animal Controller Animal Controller 1.4.0a or later 
Mount features Horse Animset Pro 4.4.0a or later 

 

 
 
 
  



What is an NPC AI 
An NPC AI is an autonomous character built around the Eadon Controller (or Malbers Animal 
Controller or Invector TPC) which receives inputs from a set of behaviour trees instead of 
the player.  
 
For Eadon Controller, every functionality available to the player is also available to the NPC, 
including locomotion, inventory, combat, etc. This means that the NPC AI needs a controller 
graph which needs to be different from the player controller graph because of the way the 
AI receives inputs (from an EadonAIController component instead of actual player inputs). 
Eadon AI comes with an example premade graph already set up for NPCs. The same graph 
can be reused by multiple different AIs because the graph only manages how the NPC 
moves and plays animations. The actual logic of the NPC is implemented through behaviour 
trees. Every state in the graph can execute its own behaviour tree which dictates what the 
NPC does while in that state. The association between behaviour trees and states is 
managed by the EadonAIController component outside of the graph . 
If it is enabled in your project, the NPC AI can leverage the RPG add-on to allow for the 
creation of NPCs which support the RPG character system. 
 

  



Creating an NPC AI with Eadon Character Controller 
In order to create an NPC AI, you need to select the Eadon/Create/Character menu. This 
will bring up the wizard to create an Eadon Character and tick the Add AI Support checkbox. 
This will activate further options for your character: 
 

 

 
The fields are described below: 
Field Purpose Mandatory 

AI Type Choice of ”NPC Only”, “Start As Player” and 
“Start As NPC”. The last two options are for 
characters that can switch role 

No, has a 
default 
choice 

NPC Tag The tag for the NPC when in NPC role (when in 
player role it will have the Player tag) 

Yes 

Can Be Activated Tick this checkbox if you want an AI that can 
start in inactive mode (see below for more 
information) 

No 



Enable Sight Select this option to add a sight detector (see 
below for information) 

No 

Enable Hearing Select this option to add a hearing detector 
(see below for information) 

No 

Navigation Method Choice between Unity NavMesh system and 
A* Pathfinding Project Pro. This second option 
is available only if support for the asset is 
enabled and the asset is imported  

No, has a 
default 
value 

AI Health UI The (optional) prefab used to display the NPC 
health and damage received 

No 

 
All the other options are exactly like a normal Eadon Character Controller. For more 
information please refer to the character controller documentation 
 
Once all the mandatory fields are complete, a create button will appear. Pressing the button 
will create the NPC in the scene (also saved as a prefab). In particular, the wizard will: 
 

• Create the NPC game object with all the components configured 
o Rigidbody 
o Capsule Collider 
o Eadon Controller 
o Stats Manager 
o Animator Hook 
o Character Appearance 

▪ Synty Modular appearance for Synty Studios modular characters 
▪ Polyphoria Character Appearance for PolyPhoria Modular Characters 

o Eadon AI Controller 
o A navigation agent, based on the navigation system chosen: 

▪ NavMesh Navigation Agent 

• Also adds a NavMeshAgent component 
▪ AStar Navigation Agent 

• Also adds a RichAI component 
o An Eadon Collaboration component to allow inter NPC communication and 

coordination 
 
It is advised to create the character in an empty scene (or in a scene with just geometry) 
with a simple camera. 
In both cases, you will need to create either a NavMesh or add a Pathfinder in your scene 
and add a graph to it. 
 

Configuring the NPC AI 
The core of the NPC AI system is the EadonAIController component. This component is 
responsible for managing the actual AI part and acts as a bridge between the 
EadonController and the world. The EadonAIController inspector has seven tabs, General, 
Behaviour Trees, Initialisation, Attacks, Debug, Events and Alertness. They are described 
below. 
 



General Tab 
This tab has fields which determine the general behaviour of the NPC AI: 
 

 
 
These fields are: 
 
 
Field Use 

Start In Player Mode This indicates that the AI will start as a 
player controlled character instead of an 
autonomous character (see below) 



NPC Tag The tag the AI game object will assume 
when in NPC mode 

Start Active This indicates whether the NPC will start 
active or inactive 

AI Type The type of AI, choice between 
Autonomous, Companion and Mount 

AI Master For Companion and Mount AIs, this field 
indicates the master game object 

Health UI A reference to the AI Health UI game object 
Show Health UI At Start A flag to indicate if the health UI should 

display at start (see the chapter on Boss 
Health UI) 

Combat Mode How the AI deals with combat, choice 
between No Combat, Melee Only, Ranged 
Only and Both 

Enforce Line Of Sight A flag to indicate whether the NPC should 
enforce LoS checks for targets that enter 
the cone of vision 

Auto Target Strategy How the AI decides how to switch targets. 
Choice of None, Closest and Highest Aggro 
(see Combat for details) 

Switch Target On Damage Whether the AI should check for a new 
target when it receives damage (see 
Combat) 

Can Be Taunted A flag to indicate if the NPC AI can be 
taunted 

Taunt Damage Threshold The threshold (as a percentage) below 
which a character will switch to a new 
target when taunted 

Sight Range Range for line of sight raycast checks, see 
the section on Sight and Hearing below 

Hearing Range Range for hearing checks, see the section 
on Sight and Hearing below 

Hearing Threshold How loud a sound needs to be in order to 
be detected by the AI, see the section on 
Sight and Hearing below 

Awareness Radius The radius in which a NPC AI will still 
remain aware of targets that leave the cone 
of vision 

Aggro Radius If the AI is tracking the player, the radius 
within which it becomes aggressive 

Detected Tags A list of tags that determine which tags on 
game objects the AI will detect as targets. If 
empty, it will default to Player 

Taunt Marker An (optional) game object to activate when 
the NPC AI is taunted 



Player Controller As an alternative to hearing and sight 
check, the AI can track the player through 
the player controller variable 

 

Behaviour Trees Tab 
This tab has fields which let you configure which behaviour tree is associated to which 
controller state: 
 

 
 
The list is made of pairs, associating the state in the graph (NPC Locomotion in the above 
example) with a behaviour tree asset. See the section on Behaviour Trees for more 
information. 
 

Initialisation  Tab 
This tab handles initialisation of the NPC BehaviourTreeContext (see the section below for 
more information). This tab allows injecting into the NPC AI context data which is only 
present in the scene (as opposed to data in the NPC components). It is a series of key-value 
pairs, split by data type: 
 



 
 

Attacks Tab 
This tab contains details about what attacks the NPC AI can perform. See the section on 
Combat for details. 
 

 
 

Flight Tab 
This tab contains the settings for AI flight. 
 



 
 
If the underlying Eadon Character Controlelr can fly and has flight enabled, and you want to 
exploit the flight functionality, tick the Can Fly checkbox. The other fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Flying Boundary The Octree for the flight boundary 
Fly Target The flight target that the NPC AI will follow 

 
For more information on flight, see the chapter Pathfinding In 3D Space. 
 

Debug Tab 
This tab contains runtime debug information from the EadonAIController internal state. This 
is useful to debug behaviour of the NPC AI. Some fields are disabled and cannot be changed 
(they display internal values). 
 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Debug Messages A toggle to determine if the AiManager 
component logs debug messages to the 
console, useful to debug behaviours 

Debug Behaviour Tree Toggle on/off debug messages from 
behaviour tree tasks 

Is In Player Mode Shows whether the AI is currently a player 
controlled character 

Current State Shows the current state of the NPC AI 
Behaviour Tree Paused Shows if the behaviour tree is paused 
Target Visible Shows whether the AI can see the player 
Is Aggressive Shows whether the AI is aggressive 
Is Moving Shows whether the AI is moving 
Current Agent Speed Shows the current agent speedq 
Targets List A list of all the targets the NPC AI is 

currently tracking 
 

Events Tab 
This tab contains events raised at runtime to which you can hook your code. 
 



 



The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

On Damage Received Event raised when the AI receives damage. 
The parameter is the amount of damage 
(float) 

On Target Visibility Changed Event raised when a target becomes visible 
or no longer visible 

On Target Visible Event raised when a target becomes visible 
On Target Not Visible Event raised when a target becomes no 

longer visible 
On Npc Aggressive Changed Event raised when the NPC aggressive 

status changes 
On Npc Aggressive Event raised when the NPC becomes 

aggressive 
On Npc Not Aggressive Event raised when the NPC is no longer 

aggressive 
On Npc Death Event raised when the NPC dies 
On Target Death Event raised when the target dies 

 

Alertness Tab 
This tab contains settings related to the optional Alertness system. 
 



 



 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Use Alertness System A flag to indicate whether the NPC AI 
should use the alertness system 

Suspicious Timeout The timeout for the suspicious state 
Alert Timeout The timeout for the alert state 
Change State On Noise A flag to indicate whether the NPC AI 

should escalate it’s state when a noise is 
heard 

Decreasing Alert A flag to indicate whether the state should 
decrease first instead of going to the 
previous level 

Display Combat Status A flag to indicate whether the NPC AI 
should display a combat status icon 

Combat Status Time An optional timeout to remove the Combat 
status icon 

Alertness Display A reference to the alertness display game 
object 

On Suspicious An event raised when the NPC AI becomes 
suspicious 

On No Longer Suspicious An event raised when the NPC AI goes back 
to idle 

On Alert An event raised when the NPC AI becomes 
alert 

On No Longer Alert An event raised when the NPC AI goes back 
to suspicious 

On Combat An event raised when the NPC AI enters 
combat mode 

 
For more information, see the chapter on Alertness System. 
 

NPC AI Controller Graphs 
A controller graph for an AI is similar to a controller graph for the player character, except 
that it replaces a number of tasks which are player specific (such as the tasks that handle 
combat and quick slots inputs) which the AI counterparts. The default NPC graph is simpler 
than the default player graph: 
 



 
 
But the structure is similar, with changes in the specific tasks. As an example, the 
locomotion state for an NPC AI could look like this example: 
 

 
 

 



The main differences are the following 
 

• Movement inputs come from the navigation agent 

• There is an AI Behaviour Tree Action which is in charge of determining what the NPC 
AI does 

• There are different implementations of the tasks which monitor combat inputs and 
quick slots, but the purpose and logic is the same 

 

Switchable NPCs 
In order for the NPC to be able to switch between player controlled character role and NPC 
AI role, the EadonController needs two graphs assigned: 
 

 
 
Controller Graph is the primary character graph for the character and alternate graph is the 
other role graph. If you create a character using the wizard, there will be setup and 
configured automatically. For “NPC Only” role, only the character graph will be set up, to an 
NPC graph. For the other two roles, a player graph and an NPC graph will be generated, and 
set accordingly based on what the character will start as. 
 

Activatable NPCs 
If you tick the “Can Be Activated”, the NPC graph will use a template with an additional 
“Inactive” state: 
 

 
 



If you then set the character as starting inactive in the EadonAiController component, you 
can then activate the NPC using a trigger configured like this: 
 

 
 
The character controller animator has an overridable animation that can be used for the 
inactive pose: 
 



 
 

And the transitions between Inactive state and Active state have an optional field for an 
animation to be played and VFX to be spawned when the character activates/deactivates: 
 

 
 
 

  



Creating an NPC AI with Malbers’ Animal Controller 
Creation of an Eadon AI NPC based on Malbers Animal Controller is extremely simple. When 
Eadon AI is installed and compatibility with Malbers Animal Controller is enabled, select the 
Eadon/Create/Malbers AI menu. The following window will appear: 
 

 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Model Prefab The prefab to use to create the NPC AI 



Animal Name The name of the animal, used to save the 
new prefab 

AI Type Choice of ”NPC Only”, “Start As Player” and 
“Start As NPC”. The last two options are for 
characters that can switch role 

Is Mount A flag to determine if the AI is mountable 
by the character. This only appears if the 
integration with Malbers Horse Animset 
Pro is enabled 

Enable Sight Select this option to add a sight detector 
(see below for information)  

Enable Hearing Select this option to add a hearing detector 
(see below for information)  

NPC Tag The tag for the NPC when in NPC role 
(when in player role it will have the Player 
tag) 

AI Health UI The (optional) prefab used to display the 
NPC health and damage received 

Navigation Method Choice between Unity NavMesh system 
and A* Pathfinding Project Pro. This second 
option is available only if support for the 
asset is enabled and the asset is imported  

 
Once all the fields marked by (*) are filled in, the create button will appear. Pressing the 
button will create a new prefab for the animal NPC AI, save it on disk under Eadon 
AI/Configuration/Animal Prefabs and add it to the scene. 
This will add the following components to the animal NPC: 
 

• Always 
o NavMeshNavigationAgent, for NavMesh navigation or a AStarNavigationAgent 

for A* Pathfinding Pro 
o EadonAIMalbersAnimalController, the Malbers version of EadonAiController 
o EadonAICollaborationAnimal, the Malbers version of EadonAiCollaboration 

• If using Eadon Character Controller 
o EadonToMalbersDamageLink, a component used to transfer damage from 

EadonController to a Malbers Animal 
o MalbersAnimalInput, a replacement for MalbersInputs to bridge the Eadon 

input system to Malbers (only for animals that can switch to player role and 
vice versa) 

o AutoAssignTransform, used to switch the camera target 
o ActionHook, to run the inputs when the NPC switches to player role 

 
EadonToMalbersDamageLink is the reverse of MalbersToEadonDamageLink which is added 
to an EadonController character when adding the Horse Animset Pro integration (see the 
Integration with Malbers Horse Animset Pro chapter). For more information on 
MalbersAnimalInput, see the Malbers integration chapter in the Eadon Character Controller 
documentation. 



 
EadonAiMalbersAnimalController is structured and configured exactly like EadonAiController 
with the exception of some extra fields in the Attacks tab and an extra tab for flight: 
 

 
 
Malbers Animal Controller has three predefined attack modes, Attack1, Attack2 and 
Attack1Air. For each of these attack modes, if supported by the animal NPC, add as many 



configuration items (animator layer name and attacks state machines name) as needed 
since the animations for a specific attack mode can appear on multiple animator layers. 
Pressing the Load Attacks button will scan the configured state machines for animation clips 
using the attack mode/ability combination to retrieve animation lengths. Damage, attack 
distances are calculated automatically based on the attack trigger used. 
 
Some attacks might not be detected correctly, and you will need to add them manually. 
Also, the attack direction needs to be set manually. 
 
The Flight tab looks like this: 
 

 
 
If the AI can fly, and you want to exploit the flight functionality, tick the Can Fly checkbox. 
The other fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Flying Boundary The Octree for the flight boundary 
Fly Target The flight target that the NPC AI will follow 

 
For more information on flight, see the chapter Pathfinding In 3D Space. If you have Unka 
or Irval (or both) 
 
TODO Fix above 
 
EadonAiCollaborationAnimal is structured and configured exactly like EadonAiCollaboration. 
 
 

General note on Malbers HAP 
If you’re using Malbers AC NPCs and your player is based on Invector or Eadon Character 
Controller, Malbers weapons (needed while riding) will not hit the player because the 
default hit layers from HAP do not include the Player layer. Find the Hit Layer variable and 
add the Player layer to it: 
 



 
 

 
 
Add also any other layer you might need. 
 
 

  



Creating an NPC AI with Invector TPC 
Creation of an Eadon AI NPC based on Invector Third Person Controller is also extremely 
simple. When Eadon AI is installed and compatibility with Invector Third Person Controller is 
enabled, select the Eadon/Create/Invector AI menu. The following window will appear: 
 

 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Model Prefab The prefab to use to create the NPC AI 
NPC Name The name of the NPC, used to save the new 

prefab, must be an Invector FSM AI prefab 
AI Type Choice of ”NPC Only”, “Start As Player” and 

“Start As NPC”. The last two options are for 
characters that can switch role 

Use Invector Detection A flag to use Invector native detection or 
Eadon AI detection system 



Enable Sight Select this option to add a sight detector 
(see below for information)  

Enable Hearing Select this option to add a hearing detector 
(see below for information)  

NPC Tag The tag for the NPC when in NPC role 
(when in player role it will have the Player 
tag) 

AI Health UI The (optional) prefab used to display the 
NPC health and damage received 

Navigation Method The movement system to use, choice 
between Unity NavMeshAgent and A* 
Pathfinding Pro RichAI (if the asset is 
installed and enabled) 

 
Once all the fields marked by (*) are filled in, the create button will appear. Pressing the 
button will create a new prefab for the NPC AI, save it on disk under Eadon 
Configuration/Invector Prefabs and add it to the scene. 
This will add the following components to the Invector NPC: 
 

• EadonControlAI* script will replace vControlAI* script on Invector (simple, combat, 
melee and shooter versions) 

• vFSMBehaviourController is removed 

• EadonAiInvectorController is added 

• EadonAiCollaborationInvector is added 

• If the navigation method is UnityNavMeshAgent 
o NavMeshNavigationAgent is added 

• If the navigation method is A* Pathfinding Project 
o NavMeshNavigationAgent is removed 
o AStarNavigationAgent is added 
o RichAI is added 
o Seeker is added 

 
As is the case for other supported controllers, you will need to create either a NavMesh or 
add a Pathfinder in your scene and add a graph to it. 
 
EadonAiInvectorController is structured and configured exactly like EadonAiController. 
 
EadonAiCollaborationInvector is structured and configured exactly like 
EadonAiCollaboration. 
 

Switchable NPCs with Invector 
If you want to create NPCs that can switch to player role with Invector, you need to follow 
this procedure: 
 

1) Create a normal player character with Invector 
2) Use that as a base for creating an Invector FSM AI 



3) Once the character has all the player and FSM components, use it to create an Eadon 
AI NPC 

4) Add a single vThirdPersonCamera to your scene and remove all the 
vThirdPersonCamera objects from all of your characters 

5) Remove the vGameController_Example game object from your scene 
 
You can see an example of this setup in the demo scene located at /Assets/Cogs & 
Goggles/Eadon AI/Demos/Invector Switch Character. 
In the Demos folder you can also find a script (SwitchPlayerInvector.cs) which you can use as 
an example of how to switch characters (it uses two Invector vGenericInput to switch to the 
previous and next controller in a list). 
 
The camera and HUD automatically switch focus to the active character, and the AI Health 
UI display is hidden when the character is the player. 
 
 
 
  



Giving life to your NPCs 
The EadonAiController (and the Invector or Malbers variants, they all behave in the same 
way) is the driver of your character, basically replacing a human player. For your NPC AI to 
do stuff in your game world, you need to create and assign behaviours to your character in 
the form of Behaviour Trees. 
The AI brain, at any given moment is in a single state. A state is a container for a behaviour 
tree and the associated blackboard. You can think of the blackboard as the memory, the 
total knowledge of the world that your character has. It is a key-value pair datastore, a 
container of data identified by a string. 
You can define as many states for your NPC as you need (for example, ‘default’ and 
‘aggressive’) and switch from one state to another with the Change State task. 
In the inspector for the EadonAiController component you’ll find a tab for Behaviour Trees: 
 

 
 
At start, your NPC will look for the state with the same name as the initial state and load the 
associated behaviour tree. If the initial state is empty, an error will be logged in the console. 
 
The AI controller will pre-populate the internal blackboard with predefined element 
associated with the character (like a reference to the character controller, the ai controller, 
the inventory, etc.) but often, your behaviour will need knowledge of scene elements which 
cannot be serialized outside in the behaviour tree. For example, the Waypoint Navigation 



task, which makes an NPC AI follow a spline path, needs to access the actual path game 
object. But the behaviour tree asset exists outside of the scene in which the path is created. 
The actual behaviour tree task will access the path via the blackboard: you put the name of 
the path in the task and add a reference to the game object with the same name into the 
initialization tab of the EadonAiController component: 
 

 
 
The description of the tasks available will indicate which parameter is read from the 
blackboard. 
 
A behaviour tree is not tied to a specific character. Once you create it, you can apply it to 
any character. If you behaviour tree does not use controller-specific tasks, it will work with 
any of the supported controllers. 
 
If your NPC is spawned at runtime, you can’t use transform and game object references, in 
this case please see the chapter below on runtime initialization. 
 
 



Sending events and commands to your NPCs 
There are various events which are pre-built (has the npc been hurt? Does the npc see his 
target? etc) which you can use to trigger a state change. Beyond those, you can create 
custom events which you can listen to in your behaviour trees. 
Custom events are implemented internally as keys placed in the current blackboard. The 
action of setting the key is intercepted by the Event Received Task (an Abort task) which can 
then interrupt the current tasks. When you intercept an event, you then need to process it 
with the Process Event task to clear it from the blackboard, otherwise you will be 
interrupted by the event every frame. 
 
Listening to custom events can be implemented in your behaviour trees like this: 
 

 
 
You have two ways of sending events to your NPCs: 
 

1) Using the APIs in EadonAiController 
2) Using the NpcEventSender component 

 

Sending events with APIs 
EadonAiController (and also the Invector and Malbers variants) have a few API calls to send 
events to the behaviours: 
 



 
 
If you use API calls to send events, you can specify a parameter (a payload for the event) 
which can be placed on the blackboard by using the following tasks: 
 

• RetrieveStringEventParameter 

• RetrieveVector3EventParameter 

• RetrieveGameObjectEventParameter 

• RetrieveTransformEventParameter 
 
These tasks take the event name and the key under which to place the payload as 
parameters. 
 

Sending events with NpcEventSender 
You can also attach the NpcEventSender component to your NPC and use it to send events. 
You can grab a reference to the component and use it to send events to the NPC like this: 
 

 
 
The component looks like this: 
 



 
 
In this component you can create a list of events that will be triggered when the NPC 
receives a particular event. 
 
 

Scheduling your NPC activities 
If you use Enviro (either Enviro Sky and Weather, v2, or Enviro 3) you can use the 
NpcTimeScheduler component. You can attach it to an NPC and define a schedule of time 
and event to send. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
Be aware that for performance reasons, this is limited to hours and not minutes.  
If an NpcEventSender component is detected on the NPC, it will be used to send the event 
to the AI controller. This will let you react to the schedule. 



 
 

Initializing NPCs spawned at runtime 
If you spawn your NPCs at runtime you can initialize them using the NpcRuntimeInitializer 
component. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
In there you can list the names of game object and transform references that you want to 
pass to your runtime spawned NPC when it initializes (since the NPC is not in the scene, you 
can’t reference scene objects). 
 
This component requires the presence in your scene of one or more 
NpcRuntimeDataHolders components. These components hold references to transforms and 
game objects that will be looked up by name by the NocRuntimeInitializer component and 
injected into the NPC blackboard. It looks like this: 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Behaviour Trees 
Eadon AI is an AI framework based on behaviour trees. A behaviour tree is a mathematical 
model of plan execution. They describe switching between a finite set of tasks in a modular 
fashion. Their strength comes from their ability to create very complex tasks composed of 
simple tasks, without worrying how the simple tasks are implemented. 
Eadon AI comes with a complete behaviour tree implementation, including a large set of 
premade tasks and a graphical editor and debugger for behaviour trees. 
 
Behaviour trees are built from various set of components, all described below: 

• Composites, control flow nodes used to control the subtasks of which it is composed. 
Eadon AI behaviour trees have multiple different composite nodes: Parallel, 
Selector, Random Selector, Sequence, Random Sequence and Utility Selector 

• Decorators, nodes which alter the result or the behaviour of the child node Eadon AI 
behaviour trees have four composite nodes available: Inverter, Repeater, Succeeder, 
UntilSucceed 

• Conditional Aborts, nodes that can have children and can abort (interrupt) the 
execution of other parts of the tree 

• Conditional Tasks, actions that will execute if a condition is met 

• Actions, task nodes which perform actual actions and logic 
 
All nodes in a behaviour tree are ticked (i.e. executed) every frame, from top to bottom and 
left to right. Every node returns one of four possible values: 
 

• RUNNING, meaning that the node is still processing 

• SUCCESS, meaning the node has successfully completed 

• FAILURE, meaning the node failed to successfully complete, 
 
The Cogs & Goggles behaviour tree library (based on Bonsai BT, ) includes a component, 
BonsaiTreeComponent, which will let you execute behaviour trees on a generic game object 
without a character controller, although the bulk of the actions library included in this asset 
is geared towards character controllers. 
 

Composites 
The following composite nodes are supported: 
 

Selector Composite 
The Selector node ticks its children sequentially from left to right, until one of them returns 
SUCCESS, RUNNING at which point it returns that state. If all children return the failure 
state, the selector also returns FAILURE. 
 

Random Selector Composite 
The Random Selector sends the tick signal to one of its children, selected at random, and 
returns the state returned by that child. 
 



Parallel Selector Composite 
The Parallel Selector will execute all children in parallel and return SUCCESS as soon as any 
child returns SUCCESS, or FAILURE if all children return FAILURE. 
 

Sequence Composite 
The Sequence node ticks its children sequentially from left to right, until one of them 
returns FAILURE, RUNNING or ERROR, at which point the Sequence returns that state. If all 
children return the success state, the sequence also returns SUCCESS. 
If "Remember running child" is on, when a child returns RUNNING the Sequence will 
remember that child, and in future ticks it will skip directly to that child until it returns 
something other than RUNNING. 
 

Random Sequence Composite 
The Random Sequence behaves exactly like a Sequence, except the order of the children is 
randomized on start. 
 

Parallel Composite 
The Parallel composite behaves exactly like a Sequence, except all the children are executed 
in parallel. It will return FAILURE as soon as any child returns FAILURE, or SUCCESS if all 
children return SUCCESS. 
 

Utility Selector Composite 
The Utility Selector composite behaves exactly like a Selector, except the order of the 
children is determined by the utility factor of the node. In order to use this composite, 
nodes need to implement (i.e. override) the public virtual float 

UtilityValue() method, which by default returns 0. 

 

Decorators 
The following decorator nodes are supported: 
 

Inverter Decorator 
Like the NOT operator, the inverter decorator negates the result of its child node, i.e., 
SUCCESS state becomes FAILURE, and FAILURE becomes SUCCESS. RUNNING or ERROR 
states are returned as is. 
 

Repeater Decorator 
Repeater decorator sends the tick signal to its child every time that its child returns a 
SUCCESS or FAILURE. LoopCount and InfiniteLoop determine how many times the decorator 
repeats, 0 means forever 
 

Success Decorator 
Succeeder always returns a SUCCESS, no matter what its child returns. RUNNING state is 
returned as is. 
 



Failure Decorator 
Succeeder always returns a FAILURE, no matter what its child returns. RUNNING state is 
returned as is. 
 

Until Success Decorator 
This decorator keeps calling its child until the child returns a SUCCESS value. When this 
happen, the decorator returns a SUCCESS state. 
 

Until Failure Decorator 
This decorator keeps calling its child until the child returns a FAILURE value. When this 
happen, the decorator returns a SUCCESS state. 
 

Guard Decorator 
This decorator prevents other Guard decorators from running at the same time. This is 
useful, for example, to have only one sound playing at the time. You can specify which are 
the other Guard decorators linked in the inspector. 
 

Interruptable Decorator 
This decorator works with the Interruptor task. An Interruptor task, when executed, will 
interrupt the linked Interruptable nodes if running. 
 

Conditionals 
 

Compare Entries Conditional 
This task will abort if two keys in the blackboard have the same value (with an option to 
abort if they don’t have the same value. 
 

Cooldown Conditional 
This task will abort for a specified period of time. 
 

Is Value Of Type Conditional 
This task will abort if a value of a key in the blackboard is set to a specified type. 
 

Is Value Set Conditional 
This task will abort if a specified key is set in the blackboard. 
 

Time Limit Conditional 
This task will abort and fail child nodes that have not completed within a certain time limit. 
 

Chance Conditional 
The Chance task will return SUCCESS if a randomly generated value is lower or equal to the 
chance specified, FAILURE otherwise. 
 



Actions 
Actions are blocks of code which perform a task. Actions can be used as a form of 
conditions, checking a value and returning SUCCES or FAILURE. 
Eadon AI comes with a set of abstract actions that can be used to build your custom tasks on 
top of. 
 
The following action tasks are included in the asset and are described in detail in the next 
chapter: 
 

Bonsai Tasks 
Bonsai tasks are tasks included with Bonsai BT. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Interruptor Interrupts linked Interruptible decorators. 
Useful when running parallel tasks 

- 

Idle A task that runs forever with no activity - 
Include Allows the inclusion of a behaviour tree as 

a subtree 
- 

Print A task that writes to the console, useful 
for debugging 

- 

Wait Pauses the behaviour tree for x seconds - 
 

Movement Tasks 
The movement tasks are generic movement tasks that apply to every controller. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Flee Makes the NPC AI flee a target All 
Follow Makes the NPC AI follow a target All 
Follow Group Leader Makes the NPC AI follow the current group 

leader 
All 

Lead Makes the NPC AI lead the player to a 
specific location. The NPC AI will stop if 
the player is further away than a specified 
threshold 

All 

Move Back From Target Makes the NPC AI move back from the 
target, strafing if locked on 

All 

Move To Attack Position Makes the NPC AI move to the ideal 
position for the currently selected attack 
(see Combat) 

All 

Move To Position Sends the NPC AI to a precise destination All 
Pursue Makes the NPC AI pursue a target All 
Pursue Target Makes the NPC AI pursue the current 

target 
All 

Rotate To Face Makes the NPC AI rotate to face an 
arbitrary target 

All 



Rotate To Face Point Makes the NPC AI rotate to face a 
specified point 

All 

Rotate To Face Target Makes the NPC AI rotate to face its current 
target 

All 

Rotate To Last Player 
Position 

Makes the NPC AI rotate to face the 
position of the player before losing sight 
DEPRECATED, use the task below 

All 

Rotate To Last Target 
Position 

Makes the NPC AI rotate to face the 
position of the target before losing sight  

All 

Stay Away From Target Keeps the NPC a fixed distance from the 
target 

All 

Strafe Left Makes the NPC AI strafe left around the 
target (only if locked on) 

All 

Strafe Left Or Right Makes the NPC AI strafe left or right 
(randomly) around the target (only if 
locked on) 

All 

Strafe Right Makes the NPC AI strafe right around the 
target (only if locked on) 

All 

Wander Makes the AI wander randomly All 
Wander Around Point Makes the NPC AI wander around a 

precise point 
All 

Wander Around Starting 
Position 

Makes the NPC AI wander around the 
starting position 

All 

Waypoint Navigation Makes the NPC AI follow a path All 
 

General Tasks 
The general tasks are generic action tasks that apply to every controller. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Abort On Timer Aborts the execution on a timer All 
Add Health Adds health to the NPC AI All 
Add Target To Context Adds the current target to the context All 
Can See Player Checks if the NPC AI can see the player 

DEPRECATED, use the task below 
All 

Can See Target Checks if the NPC AI can see the target All 
Can See Player Abort Checks if the NPC AI can see the player, 

aborting other parts of the tree if true 
DEPRECATED, use the task below 

All 

Can See Target Abort Checks if the NPC AI can see the target, 
aborting other parts of the tree if true 

All 

Cannot See Player Abort Checks if the NPC AI cannot see the player, 
aborting other parts of the tree if true 
DEPRECATED, use the task below 

All 

Cannot See Target Abort Checks if the NPC AI cannot see the target, 
aborting other parts of the tree if true 

All 



Change State Changes the internal state of the 
controller, triggering a behaviour tree 
change 

All 

Conversation End Abort Aborts on conversation end event All 
Conversation Start Abort Aborts on conversation start event All 
Event Received Aborts on event received All 
Has Been Hurt Checks if the NPC AI has been hurt All 
Has Been Hurt Abort Aborts if the NPC AI has been hurt All 
Idle Action Puts the NPC AI in an idle state All 
Is Aggressive Checks if the NPC AI is aggressive All 
Is Aggressive Abort Checks if the NPC AI is aggressive, aborting 

other parts of the tree if true 
All 

Is Health Low Checks if the health is below a threshold All 
Is Health Low Abort Aborts if the health is below a threshold All 
Is Not Aggressive Checks if the NPC AI is not aggressive All 
Is Not Aggressive Abort Checks if the NPC AI is not aggressive, 

aborting other parts of the tree if true 
All 

Is Target Dead Abort Aborts if the target is dead All 
Noise Heard Abort Aborts if a noise is heard All 
Play Sound Plays a sound if the NPC AI has an audio 

source attached 
All 

Process Event Processes an event and removes it from 
the blackboard 

All 

Process Noise Event Processes the last noise event received All 
Reset Animator Trigger Resets an animator trigger All 
Retrieve Game Object Event 
Parameter 

Places in the blackboard a game object 
sent as parameter of an event 

All 

Retrieve String Event 
Parameter 

Places in the blackboard a string sent as 
parameter of an event 

All 

Retrieve Transform Event 
Parameter 

Places in the blackboard a transform sent 
as parameter of an event 

All 

Retrieve Vector3 Event 
Parameter 

Places in the blackboard a Vector3 sent as 
parameter of an event 

All 

Save Position To Context Stores the current position in the 
blackboard 

All 

Set Animator Trigger Sets an animator Trigger All 
Stop Agent Forces the NPC AI to stop All 
Target Is Close Checks if the target is closer than a 

predefined range 
All 

Target Is Valid Checks if the current target is valid (i.e. 
not null) 

All 

 

Flight Tasks 
The flight tasks require a controller that can fly, which at the time of this writing means 
Malbers Animal Controller with a flying animal. 
 



Task Use Controller 

Abort On Landed Aborts if the NPC AI lands while flying Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Can Fly Checks if the NPC AI can fly All 
Flight Waypoint Navigation A flight version of the Waypoint 

Navigation task 
Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Fly Direct Makes the NPC AI fly direct to the 
specified position 

Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Fly Follow Target Makes the NPC AI fly and follow a target Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Is Flying Checks if the NPC AI is flying All 
Land Forces the NPC AI to land Eadon 

Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Set Target To Fly Target Makes the current target toe flight target Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Take Off Forces the NPC AI to take off Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

Target Left Flight Boundary 
Abort 

Aborts if the current target moved out of 
the flight boundary 

Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Malbers 

 

Mount Tasks 
The mount tasks require Malbers Horse Animset Pro installed and enabled. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Call Mount Makes the NPC AI call his mount Not valid on 
mounts 

Dismount Animal Forces the NPC AI to dismount Not valid on 
mounts 

Is Near Mount Checks if the NPC AI is near the mount Not valid on 
mounts 



Master Called Checks if the NPC AI has called the mount Only valid on 
mounts 

Mount Animal Forces the NPC AI to mount Not valid on 
mounts 

Mount Go To Master Makes the NPC AI mount go to the master Only valid on 
mounts 

Mounted Flee As Flee but for mounted NPC AIs Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Mounted Follow As Follow but for mounted NPC AIs Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Mounted Follow Group 
Leader 

As Follow Group Leader but for mounted 
NPC AIs 

Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Mounted Pursue As Pursue but for mounted NPC AIs Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Ride To Position As Move To Position but for mounted NPC 
AIs 

Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Ride Follow Waypoint Path As Waypoint Navigation but for mounted 
NPC AIs 

Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Is Mounted Checks if the NPC AI is mounted Mounted 
NPC AIs 

Is Not Mounted Checks if the NPC AI is not mounted Mounted 
NPC AIs 

 

Eadon Character Controller Tasks 
These tasks are specific to Eadon Character Controller. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Aim At Point Makes the NPC AI aim at a point Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Aim At Target Makes the NPC AI aim at its target Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Cast Spell Makes the NPC AI cast an equipped spell Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Deactivate Makes an activatable NPC AI deactivate Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
for 
activatable 
NPC AIs 

Eadon Mounted Attack Triggers an attack while mounted Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
when riding 



Hold Combat Trigger Holds a combat trigger for a specific 
amount of time 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Is Target Attacking Checks if the target is attacking (to 
possibly trigger a parry or counter attack). 
Only valid if target is based on Eadon 
Character Controller 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Is Target Attacking Abort An abort version of the previous task Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Perform Task Makes the NPC AI perform a task for a 
period of time 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Pick Quickest Attack Picks the quickest attack Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Play Animation Makes the NPC AI play an animation Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Set Aggressive Sets/unsets the aggressive flag on the NPC 
AI 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Stop Aiming Makes the NPC AI stop aiming Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Trigger Combat Input Simulates triggering the specific selected 
combat input on the NPC AI 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Trigger Quick Slot Simulates triggering the specific quick slot 
on the NPC AI to select a 
weapon/consumable/spell 

Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Trigger Roll Trigger a roll Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

Wait For Attack To End Wait for the attack animation to end Only Eadon 
Character 
Controller 

 

Combat 
These are combat tasks. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Attack Triggers an attack All 
Has Target Checks if the NPC has a target All 
No Target Abort Aborts if no target All 
Pick Closest Target Picks the closest possible target All 
Pick Highest Aggro Target Picks the target with the highest aggro All 



Pick RPG Target Picks the RPG character preferred target Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
and Invector, 
with Eadon 
RPG 

Refresh Attacks Refreshes the available attacks (for 
example after switching weapons) 

All 

Set Auto Target Strategy Selects the strategy used by the NPC to 
switch targets 

All 

Set Lock On Status Makes an NPC AI lock on to the target, 
enabling strafing 

All 

 

Formations 
These actions relate to formations and require a group to be set on the NPC AIs. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Cancel Formation Orders the group to stop the formation All 
Formation Updated Checks if a formation has been ordered or 

cancelled, aborting other parts of the tree 
if true 

All 

Is Leader Close Checks if the group leader is within a 
distance 

All 

Move In Formation Tells a NPC AI member to move respecting 
the formation 

All 

Order Circle Formation Orders the group to assume a circle 
formation 

All 

Order Column Formation Orders the group to assume a column 
formation 

All 

Order Line Formation Orders the group to assume a Line 
formation 

All 

Order V Formation Orders the group to assume a V formation All 
Order Wedge Formation Orders the group to assume a wedge 

formation 
All 

 

Invector Specific Tasks 
These actions require Invector. 
Task Use Controller 

Invector Add Item To Slot Adds a vItem in the vItemManager to a 
quick slot, triggering equipping 

Invector with 
vItemManager 
and inventory 

Invector Aim To Target Makes the NPC AI aim at its target Invector 
Shooter AI 

Invector Animator Trigger Sets an animator Trigger All Invector 
Invector Block Stance Sets blocking for a period of time All Invector 
Invector Look Around Makes the NPC look around  All Invector 



Invector Melee Attack Triggers a melee attack with choice of 
weak or strong and attack id 

Invector 
Combat, 
Melee or 
Shooter with 
melee 
weapon 

Invector Melee Attack 
Generic Target 

Triggers a melee attack with choice of 
weak or strong and attack id against a 
target from the blackboard (useful to 
have the NPC break objects) 

Invector 
Combat, 
Melee or 
Shooter with 
melee 
weapon 

Invector Melee Block Makes the NPC AI try to block an attack Invector 
Combat, 
Melee or 
Shooter with 
melee 
weapon 

Invector Mounted Attack Triggers an attack while mounted Invector 
Combat, 
Melee or 
Shooter with 
melee 
weapon if 
riding 

Invector Play Animation Makes the NPC play an animation All Invector 
Invector Shoot Target Makes the NPC AI shoot at its target Invector 

Shooter AI 
Invector Simple Holder 
Draw 

Makes an NPC AI with vSimpleHolder 
draw his weapon 

Invector with 
vSimpleHolder 

Invector Simple Holder 
Sheath 

Makes an NPC AI with vSimpleHolder 
sheath his weapon 

Invector with 
vSimpleHolder 

Invector Trigger Quick Slot Simulates triggering a quick slot on the 
NPC AI inventory 

Invector with 
vItemManager 
and inventory 

 

Eadon RPG for Invector 
These actions require Eadon RPG for Invector. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Invector Cast Spell Casts a spell using Eadon RPG for Invector Invector with 
Eadon RPG 
add-on 

 

Generic Tasks (not controller related) 
These generic actions do not require a character controller and can be used with the 
included Behaviour TreeAgentcomponent. 



 
Task Use Controller 

Check Context Bool Checks the value of a bool in the context - 
Check Context Bool Abort Checks the value of a bool in the context, 

aborting other parts of the tree 
- 

Decrement Counter Decrements a variable in the blackboard - 
Destroy Game Object Destroys a game object - 
Find Nearest Object With 
Tag 

Finds the nearest object with tag - 

Increment Counter Increments a variable in the blackboard - 
Is Object Within Distance Checks if an object is within distance - 
Look At Game Object Rotates to look at a game object - 
Set Context Bool Sets the value of a bool in the context - 
Set Context Float Sets the value of a float in the context - 
Set Context Int Sets the value of a int in the context - 
Set Context Vector2 Sets the value of a Vector2 in the context - 
Set Context Vector3 Sets the value of a Vector3 in the context - 
Set Context Vector4 Sets the value of a Vector4 in the context - 
Get Random Position Gets a random position on the navmesh - 
Move To Game Object Moves to a game object on a navmesh - 
Move To Position Moves to a position on a navmesh - 

 

Collaboration Tasks 
These tasks apply only to NPCs with the Eadon Collaboration component on them. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Is Group Leader Checks if the NPC AI is the current group 
leader 

All if part of 
group 

Is Member Hurt Checks if a member of the group is hurt All if part of 
group 

Master Attacked Event Aborts if the group leader is attacked All if part of 
group 

Master Dead Event Aborts if the group leader is dead All if part of 
group 

Send Target To Group Sends the current target to the rest of the 
group 

All if part of 
group 

 

Malbers Animal Controller Tasks 
These tasks only apply to NPC AIs made from Malbers Animal Controller characters. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Activate State Activates a specific state Malbers 
Animal 
Controller 



Trigger Mode Triggers a specific ability of a mode Malbers 
Animal 
Controller 

Malbers Wait For Attack To 
Finish 

A wait-like task that pauses until the 
attack animation ends 

Malbers 
Animal 
Controller 

 

DOTween Tasks 
These tasks only are available only if DOTween is installed in the project. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Jump And Stomp Activates a specific state All 
 

Alertness Tasks 
These tasks only affect an NPC AI which uses the alertness system. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Is In Idle State Checks if the current state is idle All 
Is In Suspicious State Checks if the current state is Suspicious All 
Is In Alert State Checks if the current state is Alert All 
Is In Combat State Checks if the current state is Combat All 
Suspicious Abort Aborts if the NPC AI becomes Suspicious All 
No Longer Suspicious Abort Aborts if the NPC AI stops being Suspicious All 
Alert Abort Aborts if the NPC AI becomes Alert All 
No Longer Alert Abort Aborts if the NPC AI stops being Alert All 
Combat Abort Aborts if the NPC AI enters Combat state All 
Set Alertness State Manually sets the alertness state All 

 

MasterAudio Tasks 
These tasks only are available only if Master Audio 2022 is installed in the project. 
 
Task Use Controller 

Play Master Audio Plays audio through Master Audio Eadon 
Character 
Controller 
with Master 
Audio 

 
 

Creating new Actions 
Actions are C# classes which inherit from either Task or EadonActionBase which inherits 
from the former. Both are abstract classes and every implementation needs to implement 
the following abstract method: 
 
public abstract Status Run(); 

 



This is the method which is invoked every time the behaviour tree executes the node. 
EadonActionBase simply adds a couple of convenience methods to initialise data and check 
if the agent is initialised. There are a number of abstract classes available for more fine-
grained tasks. EadonMovementTaskBase, for example, contains a series of convenience 
methods for setting a destination, checking if the agent has arrived, etc. 
 

Action Inputs 
Actions can have input values, either as intrinsic values (int, float, bool, etc) or as values 
looked up in the context of the behaviour tree. In that case the field in the inspector will be 
a string which is used as the lookup key in the blackboard. 
 

Creating a new behaviour tree 
In order to create a new behaviour tree, right click in the project pane and select 
Create/Bonsai/Behaviour Tree from the menu. This will create a behaviour tree asset in that 
location. 
 

Editing a behaviour tree 
Selecting a behaviour tree in the project view will display some information in the inspector: 
 

 
 
Double clicking a behaviour tree will open the editor. The editor has a menu bar with 
commands to load, sane, create new behaviour trees. 
 
Note: panning the behaviour tree is done by: 
 

• On Windows: either hold middle mouse button and drag or ALT + left mouse button 
and drag 

• On macOS: Option + left mouse button and drag 
 

Debugging a behaviour tree 
When the game is running in the editor and the behaviour tree editor is open (and docked), 
selecting an NPC AI will display in the editor the currently running behaviour tree, with all 
the nodes displaying in real time whether they are in RUNNING, SUCCESS or FAILURE state. 
 

Behaviour Tree Context (Blackboard) 
Every NPC AI agent in Eadon AI has a behaviour tree context. This is a key-value datastore 
for data that is shared by the various tasks and the external world.  
 
The AiManager component has an initialisation section which lets you prepopulate the 
context of an NPC AI with values from the scene. In the example above, the Follow 



Waypoint Path task needs a reference to a WaypointPath game object containing the path 
to follow. Since that is a scene object, it is passed to the AiManager via the initialisation 
parameters. 
 

Example of a behaviour tree 
The following picture is an example of behaviour tree: 
 

 
This behaviour tree models a guard patrolling an area along a precise path. If the guard sees 
the player, it will stop and draw his sword. As soon as the player is out of sight, the guard 
will sheath his weapon and resume his patrol. 
It is implemented in the following way: 
 
Starting from the top, there is a Repeater node which will continuously repeat the tasks 
below: 
 

 
 
Under the repeater there is a Selector without the “Remember running child” option: 
 

 
 



This selector has three branches, a Conditional Abort on the left and a Sequence in the 
middle and a Repeater with a child on the right right. The left Conditional Abort checks if 
the player is visible. If it is, it will abort all the tasks on the right, otherwise it will abort the 
tasks underneath (if running. Underneath it, it’s a sequence with three nodes. The first will 
stop the agent: 
 

 
 
The middle task looks like this; 
 
It does the following: 
 

1) Check if the player is visible. Since this is under a sequence, the sequence will return 
FAILURE if this tasks fails and will not perform the next one 

2) Stop the agent 
3) Perform the following sequence (which is under a Succeeder node, meaning the 

result will always be SUCCESS): 
a. Check the context for a bool value (Weapon Drawn) to be false 
b. If false, it will trigger the right arm quick slot to draw the sword 
c. Set the context bool (Weapon Drawn) to true 

 
The second Sequence (which will only be executed if the first one returns FAILURE, i.e. if the 
player is not visible) it the following: 
 

 



 
It does the following: 
 

1) Check the context for a bool value (Weapon Drawn) to be true 
2) If true, it will trigger the right arm quick slot to sheath the sword 
3) Set the context bool (Weapon Drawn) to false 

 
Irrespective of the status of the WeaponDrawn flag, there is a Success decorator which will 
return SUCCESS irrespective of the underlying status so that execution will progress to the 
last node: 
 

 
 
This branch checks for sitance to the player and if less than a threshold, will set the 
aggressive flag to true. 
 
The middle branch of the top sequence is in itself a sequence which checks if the weapon is 
drawn, and if that is the case, will trigger sheathing the weapon: 
 



 
 
This branch is normally executed in two occasions: at start when the tree starts and 
subsequently when the player is no longer visible. 
 
Finally, the right branch for the topmost Selector has the NPC AI follow a patrol path: 
 

 
 
 
 
  



Included Actions (detailed description) 
This is a detailed explanation of the actions included in Eadon AI. 
 

Bonsai Included Tasks 
 

Interruptor 
The Interruptor action stops linked Interruptible decorators (and their child). Useful to 
interrupt parallel tasks. Use SHIFT+LMB to select the linked interruptible node. It has one 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Return Success A flag to indicate whether the 
interrupted task returns 
SUCCESS or FAILURE 

No Bool 

 

Idle 
The Idle action is a “do nothing” task that runs forever until interrupted. It has no 
parameters. 
 

Include 
The Include action is a virtual action that lets you include an external subtree. It is used to 
simplify behaviour trees by moving repeated blocks to an external tree. It has one 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Subtree Asset The external tree. Drag or select 
the external tree to execute 

No Behaviour 
Tree asset 

 

Print 
The Print action writes a message to the console. It’s useful for debugging. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Message The text to write to the console No String 
Log Type The type of log message, choice 

of Normal, Warning or Error 
No - 

 

Wait 
The Wait  action pauses the behaviour tree for a period of time. It has one parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Timer The timer, with interval and 
variation 

No - 

 



 

Movement Tasks 
 

Flee 
The Flee action makes the AI flee away from a target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Fled Distance How far away from the target 

the AI will stop 
No Float 

Look Ahead Distance How far away to look for the 
next flee position 

No Float 

Target The target to flee from (name 
of context var) 

Yes String 

Retries Per Tick How many times should the 
NPC try to find a valid location 

No Int 

Recheck Interval How often should the NPC look 
for a new location 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance from the target is equal to or greater than 
the Fled Distance parameter, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Follow 
The Follow action makes the AI follow a target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Target The target to follow (name of 

context var) 
Yes String 

Target Offset A Vector3 indicating the offset 
from the target that the AI will 
try to position itself to 

No Vector3 

 
This action returns RUNNING all the time. 
 



Follow Group Leader 
The Follow Group Leader action makes the AI follow the current group leader. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Target Offset A Vector3 indicating the offset 

from the target that the AI will 
try to position itself to 

No Vector3 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not part of the group or if it’s the group leader, 
RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Lead 
The Lead action makes the AI lead a character to a destination, stopping if the distance 
between the NPC and the follower is over a configurable threshold. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Destination The destination to reach Yes Vector3 
Follower The entity to be lead Yes Transform 
Follower Max DIstance The max distance the follower 

can be from the NPC 
No float 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the follower is not specified, SUCCESS when the destination is 
reached, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Move Back From Target 
The Move Back From Target action moves the NPC AI to a position directly away from the 
target. If the NPC AI is locked on, this will make it strafe back. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Distance How far away to move No Float 
 
This action returns SUCCESS when the destination is reached and FAILURE if the destination 
is unreachable, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Move To Attack Position 
The Move To Attack Position action sends the AI to a precise position. It has the following 
parameters: 



 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
 
This action returns SUCCESS when the destination is reached and FAILURE if the destination 
is unreachable, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Move To Position 
The Move To Position action sends the AI to a precise position. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Target Position A Vector3 indicating the offset 

from the target that the AI will 
try to position itself to (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the destination is reached and FAILURE if the destination 
is unreachable, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Pursue 
The Pursue action makes the AI pursue a target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Target The target to follow (name of 

context var) 
Yes String 

Target Dist Prediction Used to estimate the future 
position of the target 

No Float 



Target Dist Prediction 
Mult 

Used to estimate the future 
position of the target 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance from the target is equal to or lower than the 
Arrive Distance parameter or the agent Stopping Distance, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Pursue Target 
The Pursue action makes the AI pursue its current target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Target Dist Prediction Used to estimate the future 

position of the target 
No Float 

Target Dist Prediction 
Mult 

Used to estimate the future 
position of the target 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance from the target is equal to or lower than the 
Arrive Distance parameter or the agent Stopping Distance, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Rotate To Face 
The Rotate To Face action makes the AI rotate to face an arbitrary target. The rotation 
happens over time. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Angle Difference To Stop The angle difference at which to 
stop 

No Float 

Rotation Damping Rotation damping factor No Float 
Target Game Object The target to face (name of 

context var) 
Yes String 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the angle towards the target is equal to or lower than the 
Angle Difference To Stop parameter and FAILURE if the target is null, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Rotate To Face Point 
The Rotate To Face Point action makes the AI rotate to face an arbitrary target. The rotation 
happens over time. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Angle Difference To Stop The angle difference at which to 
stop 

No Float 

Rotation Damping Rotation damping factor No Float 



Target Point Name The point to face (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the angle towards the target is equal to or lower than the 
Angle Difference To Stop parameter and FAILURE if the target is null, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Rotate To Face Target 
The Rotate To Face Target action makes the AI rotate to face its current target. This is an 
instant rotation, useful to align before an attack. It has no parameters. 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the target is null, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Rotate To Last Player Position 
The Rotate To Last Player Position action makes the AI rotate towards the last position the 
player had when detection was lost. The rotation happens over time. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Angle Difference To Stop The angle difference at which to 
stop 

No Float 

Rotation Damping Rotation damping factor No Float 
 
This action returns SUCCESS when the angle towards the target is equal to or lower than the 
Angle Difference To Stop parameter and FAILURE if the target is null, RUNNING otherwise. 
This task is DEPRECATED and will be removed in future versions, please replace it with 
Rotate To Face Last Target Position. 
 

Rotate To Last Target Position 
The Rotate To Last Target Position action makes the AI rotate towards the last position the 
target had when detection was lost. The rotation happens over time. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Angle Difference To Stop The angle difference at which to 
stop 

No Float 

Rotation Damping Rotation damping factor No Float 
 
This action returns SUCCESS when the angle towards the target is equal to or lower than the 
Angle Difference To Stop parameter and FAILURE if the target is null, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Stay Away From Target 
The Stay Away From Target action makes the AI keep a specified distance from the target. It 
has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 



Distance The distance to keep ffrom the 
target 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance to the target is equal to or higher than the 
Distance parameter and FAILURE if the target is null, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Strafe Left/Strafe Left Or Right/Strafe Right 
The Strafe Left/Strafe Left Or Right/Strafe Right actions makes the AI strafe around the 
target along a circle whose radius is the distance to the target. They have the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Distance How far along the circle to move No Float 
Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
 
This action returns SUCCESS when the destination is reached, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Wander 
The Wander action makes the AI wander around randomly. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Min Wander Distance The min distance of the next 

wander point 
No Float 

Max Wander Distance The max distance of the next 
wander point 

No Float 

Min Pause Duration The min duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Max Pause Duration The max duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Target Retries How many times should the AI 
try to find a valid point to 
wander to per tick 

No int 

 
This action always returns RUNNING. 
 



Wander Around Point 
The Wander Around Point action makes the AI wander randomly around a fixed point. This is 
useful to constrain the AI to an area. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Center Point The center point around which 

the NPC AI wanders 
No Vector3 

Min Wander Distance The min distance of the next 
wander point 

No Float 

Max Wander Distance The max distance of the next 
wander point 

No Float 

Min Pause Duration The min duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Max Pause Duration The max duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Target Retries How many times should the AI 
try to find a valid point to 
wander to per tick 

No int 

 
This action always returns RUNNING. 
 

Wander Around Starting Position 
The Wander Around Starting Position action makes the AI wander randomly around the 
position it had at the moment the behaviour tree started (i.e. initial position for an initial 
behaviour or the position it had when it switched to this tree. This is useful to constrain the 
AI to an area. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Min Wander Distance The min distance of the next 

wander point 
No Float 

Max Wander Distance The max distance of the next 
wander point 

No Float 



Min Pause Duration The min duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Max Pause Duration The max duration of the pause 
when the wander point is 
reached 

No Float 

Target Retries How many times should the AI 
try to find a valid point to 
wander to per tick 

No int 

 
This action always returns RUNNING. 
 

Waypoint Navigation 
The Waypoint Navigation action makes the AI follow a navigation path. See the chapter on 
waypoint navigation for more information. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context  Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance from the 
target point, not used in this 
task 

No Float 

Stop On Task End  No Bool 
Speed The speed at which the AI will 

move (see below) 
No AgentSpeed 

enum 
Path To Follow The path to follow. Needs to be 

a valid waypoint path (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

Remember Last 
Waypoint 

A flag to indicate whether the 
NPC AI needs to save the 
current waypoint it’s going 
towards, useful if you change 
state and return to following 
the path 

No Bool 

 
This action returns ERROR if the path is null or invalid. While the NPC AI is moving along the 
path, this action will return RUNNING, and will return SUCCESS when the NPC AI reaches the 
end of the path, and the path is not a closed loop. See the chapter on waypoint navigation 
for more info including customized behaviour for Eadon Character Controller. 
 

General Tasks 
 

Abort On Timer 
The Abort On Timer action aborts the tree based on a timer (one off or repeating). It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 



Timer The timer to use (duration, 
deviation, repeating) 

No - 

 

Add Health 
The Add Health action restores health on the NPC AI. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Recover While Dead Whether the AI can regenerate 
health while dead 

No Bool 

Time Before Add The delay before adding health No Float 
Health To Add The amount of health to add No Int 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the health is restored, FAILURE if the NPC AI is dead and 
the Recover While Dead parameter is false, RUNNING if Time Before Add is greater than 
zero and waiting. 
 

Add Target To Context 
The Add Target To Context action adds the current NPC AI target (as determined by the 
underlying character controller) to the context. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

targetName The value to use when 
setting/retrieving the target 
from the context (name of 
context var) 

Yes string 

 
This task returns FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have a target, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Can See Player 
The Can See Player action returns SUCCESS if the player is visible to the NPC AI, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has no parameters. 
This task is DEPRECATED and will be removed in future versions, please replace it with Can 
See Target. 
 

Can See Target 
The Can See Target action returns SUCCESS if the target is visible to the NPC AI, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 

Can See Player Abort 
The Can See Player Abort action is an abort version of the Can See Player action. 
This task is DEPRECATED and will be removed in future versions, please replace it with Can 
See Target Abort. 
 

Can See Target Abort 
The Can See Target Abort action is an abort version of the Can See Target action. 
 



Cannot See Player Abort 
The Cannot See Player Abort action is an abort version of the Can See Player action that 
triggers when the NPC AI cannot see the player. 
This task is DEPRECATED and will be removed in future versions, please replace it with 
Cannot See Target Abort. 
 

Cannot See Target Abort 
The Cannot See Target Abort action is an abort version of the Can See Target action that 
triggers when the NPC AI cannot see the target. 
 

Change State 
The Change State action changes the state of the NPC AI, triggering a behaviour tree change. 
For Eadon Character Controller this task will actually change the current state of the 
character graph, while for Invector and Malbers NPC AIs it will simply trigger a behaviour 
tree change. The state name needs to be defined in the list of states/behaviour trees in the 
NPC AI inspector. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

New State The name of the new state No String 
Reset Blackboard If ticked, the blackboard will be 

reset to the initial state, 
otherwise all values added will 
be transferred to the new state 
(this is the default behaviour) 

No Bool 

 
This task always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Conversation End Abort 
The Conversation End Abort action is an abort task triggered when the 
ConversationEnd() method is called on the AI controller. 
 

Conversation Start Abort 
The Conversation Start Abort action is an abort task triggered when the 
ConversationStart() method is called on the AI controller. 
 

Cannot See Target Abort 
The Cannot See Target Abort action is an abort version of the Can See Target action that 
triggers when the NPC AI cannot see the target. 
 

Has Been Hurt 
The Has Been Hurt action checks if the NPC AI has been hurt, in which case it will add the 
attacker to the context under the _Attacker predefined key and return SUCCESS, returning 
FAILURE if the NPC AI has not been hurt. It has no parameters. 
 

Has Been Hurt Abort 
The Has Been Hurt Abort action is an abort version of the previous task. 



 

Idle Action 
The Idle Action action puts the NPC AI in an idle state, either for a period of time or until 
another task interrupts it. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Use Timer Whether the task has a duration No Bool 
Time To Idle The duration of the task if using 

a timer 
No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if using the timer after waiting for the specified amount of time, 
RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Is Aggressive 
The Is Aggressive action returns SUCCESS if the NPC AI is aggressive, FAILURE otherwise. It 
has no parameters. 
 

Is Aggressive Abort 
The Is Aggressive Abort action is an abort version of the Is Aggressive action. 
 

Is Health Low 
The Is Health Low action returns SUCCESS if the NPC health is below a threshold, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Threshold The threshold below which the 
task returns true. Value is 0..1, 
where 1 means 100% health 

No Bool 

 

Is Health Low Abort 
The Is Health Low Abort action is an abort version of the Is Health Low action. 
 

Is Not Aggressive 
The Is Not Aggressive action returns SUCCESS if the NPC AI is not aggressive, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 

Is Not Aggressive Abort 
The Is Not Aggressive Abort action is an abort version of the Is Not Aggressive action. 
 

Is Target Dead Abort 
The Is Target Dead Abort action is an abort task triggered when the target dies. It has no 
parameters. 
 

Play Sound 
The Play Sound action plays a sound if the NPC AI has an audio source. It has the following 
parameter: 



 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Clip To Play The audio clip to play No AudioClip 
 
This action returns SUCCESS after playing the sound, FAILURE if the audio clip is null or the 
NPC AI does not have an audio source. 
 

Reset Animator Trigger 
The Reset Animator Trigger action resets a trigger on the NPC animator. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Animation Trigger The name of the trigger to reset No String 
 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Retrieve Game Object Event  Parameter 

Retrieve String Event Parameter 

Retrieve Transform Event Parameter 

Retrieve Vector3 Event Parameter 
These tasks retrieve a typed parameter from an event. They have the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Event Name The name of the event No String 
Parameter Key The key under which to place in 

the blackboard the retrieved 
value 

No String 

 
This action returns SUCCESS except if the event is not found or the payload is of a different 
type, in which case it will return FAILURE. 
 

Save Position To Context 
The Save Position To Context action saves the position of the NPC AI to the blackboard. It 
has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The name of the field to save the 
position to 

No String 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Set Animator Trigger 
The Set Animator Trigger action sets a trigger on the NPC animator. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 



Animation Trigger The name of the trigger to set No String 
 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Stop Agent 
The Stop Agent action stops the NPC AI movement. It has no parameters and always returns 
SUCCESS. 
 

Target Is Close 
The Target Is Close action checks if the target is close to the NPC AI. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Distance Threshold The threshold within which the 
target is considered close 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance from the target is lower than the Distance 
Threshold parameter, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Target Is Valid 
The Target Is Valid action checks if the target of the NPC AI is valid (i.e. not null). It has no 
parameters. This action returns SUCCESS if the target is valid, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Flight Tasks 
 

Can Fly 
The Can Fly action checks if the NPC AI can fly. This action returns SUCCESS if the NPC AI can 
fly, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Fly Direct 
The Fly Direct action moves a flying NPC AI in a straight path towards the target point. It has 
the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Fly Target The target to fly to (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

Stopping Distance The distance from the target at 
which the NPC AI will stop 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS when the distance from the target is lower than the Stopping 
Distance parameter, FAILURE if the NPC AI can’t fly and RUNNING while flying. 
 

Flight Waypoint Navigation 
The Fly Waypoint Navigation action is a flight version of the waypoint navigation task. It has 
the following parameters: 
 



Parameter Use Context Type 

Path To Follow The path to follow Yes String 
Remember Last 
Waypoint 

A flag to determine whether or 
not to remember the last 
waypoint visited (useful in case 
the navigation is interrupted and 
the NPC goes back to the same 
behaviour tree again) 

No Bool 

 
This action returns ERROR if the path is null or invalid. While the NPC AI is moving along the 
path, this action will return RUNNING, and will return SUCCESS when the NPC AI reaches the 
end of the path, and the path is not a closed loop. See the chapter on waypoint navigation 
for more info including customized behaviour for Eadon Character Controller. 
 

Fly Follow Target 
The Fly Follow Target action lets a flying NPC AI follow a moving target using dynamic 
pathfinding in 3D space (see the chapter on dynamic pathfinding in 3D space for more 
information and requirements). It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Fly Target The target to follow (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI can’t fly, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Is Flying 
The Is Flying action checks if the NPC AI is currently flying. It has the no parameters and 
returns SUCCESS if the NPC AI is flying, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Land 
The Land action makes a flying NPC AI land. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Land Time The landing animation duration. 
It defaults to 2 seconds if zero or 
less 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS after waiting for the animation duration, FAILURE if the NPC AI 
can’t fly and RUNNING while waiting. 
 

Take Off 
The Take Off action makes an NPC AI that can fly take off. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 



Take Off Time The take off animation duration. 
It defaults to 2 seconds if zero or 
less 

No Float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS after waiting for the animation duration, FAILURE if the NPC AI 
can’t fly and RUNNING while waiting. 
 

Target Left Flight Boundary Abort 
The Target Left Flight Boundary Abort task is an abort action triggered if the flight target 
leaves the flight boundary, useful to stop flying. 
 
 

Mount Tasks 
All these tasks require Malbers Horse Animset Pro in your project as they rely on the riding 
features. They will return FAILURE if the integration is not enabled. 
 

Call Mount 
The Call Mount action makes an NPC AI call its mount. It has the no parameters. This action 
returns SUCCESS after calling the mount, FAILURE if the NPC AI can’t ride or doesn’t have a 
mount stored (See Horse Animset Pro for requirements). 
 

Dismount Animal 
The Dismount Animal action makes a mounted NPC AI dismount its mount. It has the no 
parameters. This action returns SUCCESS after dismounting the mount, FAILURE if the NPC 
AI is not riding. 
 

Is Near Mount 
The Is Near Mount action checks if an NPC AI is near its mount. It has the no parameters. 
This action returns SUCCESS if the mount is nearby, FAILURE otherwise (a mount is near 
when the rider is within one of the mount triggers, see Horse Animset Pro for more 
information). 
 

Master Called 
The Master Called is an action that checks if a mount has received the event signaling the 
master has called. It has the no parameters. This action returns SUCCESS if the event has 
been received, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Mount Animal 
The Mount Animal action makes a dismounted NPC AI mount an animal. It has the no 
parameters. This action returns SUCCESS after mounting the animal, FAILURE if the NPC AI 
can’t mount. 
 

Mount Go To Master 
The Mount Go To Master is an action that makes a mount go to its stored master. It has the 
no parameters. This action returns SUCCESS when the mount is within its stopping distance 
of the master, FAILURE if the master is null. 



 

Mounted Flee 
The Mounted Flee action is exactly like the Flee action except it applies to mounted NPC AIs, 
i.e. it’s the mount that flees instead of the NPC AI. The speed parameter applies to the 
mount. 
 

Mounted Follow 
The Mounted Follow action is exactly like the Follow action except it applies to mounted 
NPC AIs, i.e. it’s the mount that follows instead of the NPC AI. The speed parameter applies 
to the mount. 
 

Mounted Follow Group Leader 
The Mounted Follow Group Leader action is exactly like the Follow Group Leader action 
except it applies to mounted NPC AIs, i.e. it’s the mount that follows instead of the NPC AI. 
The speed parameter applies to the mount. 
 

Mounted Pursue 
The Mounted Pursue action is exactly like the Pursue action except it applies to mounted 
NPC AIs, i.e. it’s the mount that pursues instead of the NPC AI. The speed parameter applies 
to the mount. The only difference is the addition of a target offset to determine where 
around the target the mount needs to position itself. This is useful because normally a 
mount is long and thin with the pivot in the center, and the offset lets you position the 
mount to the left or to the right of the target so that the ridder can reach it with an attack 
 

Ride To Position 
The Ride To Destination action is exactly like the Move To Position action except it applies to 
mounted NPC AIs, i.e. it’s the mount that moves instead of the NPC AI. The speed parameter 
applies to the mount. 
 

Is Mounted 
The Is Mounted action Checks if the NPC AI is mounted. In that case it returns SUCCESS, 
FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Is NotMounted 
The Is Not Mounted action Checks if the NPC AI is not mounted. In that case it returns 
SUCCESS, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Eadon Character Controller Tasks 
All these tasks are specific to Eadon Character Controller. 
 

Aim To Point 
The Aim To Point action makes the NPC AI aim towards a point. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 



Aim Point The point to aim to (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

Time To Aim For how long the character will 
be aiming, a value less than zero 
means the NPC AI will aim 
forever 

No Float 

 
This action returns RUNNING while in the aim time, otherwise SUCCESS. Please note that 
the NPC AI will actually aim only if currently equipped with a weapon that can be aimed or 
thrown. 
 

Aim To Target 
The Aim To Target action makes the NPC AI aim towards its target. If the target is humanoid, 
it will target the chest, otherwise the position. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Time To Aim For how long the character will 
be aiming, a value less than zero 
means the NPC AI will aim 
forever 

No Float 

 
This action returns RUNNING while in the aim time, otherwise SUCCESS. Please note that 
the NPC AI will actually aim only if currently equipped with a weapon that can be aimed or 
thrown. 
 

Cast Spell 
The Cast Spell action triggers a spell from one of the NPC AI spell quick slots. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Slot Index The index of the slot with the 
spell to trigger 

No int 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Deactivate 
The Deactivate action sets the isActive flag to false, causing an activatable NPC AI to 
deactivate. This action has no parameters and always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Eadon Mounted Attack 
The Eadon Mounted Attack action triggers a mounted melee attack. This action has no 
parameters and always returns SUCCESS unless HAP integration is disabled or the NOC does 
not have the rider component. 
 



Hold Combat Trigger 
The Hold Combat Trigger action holds one of the NPC AI combat inputs for a period of time 
to trigger continuous/charged actions. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Duration How long the input needs to be 
held 

No Float 

Combat Input 1 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Combat Input 2 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Combat Input 3 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Modifier Whether to trigger the modifier No Bool 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Is Target Attacking 
The Is Target Attacking action checks if the target is attacking, useful to try to trigger a parry 
or a counter attack. This action returns SUCCESS if the target is performing an attack action 
and has the counter attack window open, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Is Target Attacking Abort 
The Is Target Attacking Abort action is an abort version of the previous task. 
 

Perform Task 
The Perform Task action makes the NPC AI perform a task (using the complex task setup) for 
a specified period of time. A length of -1 means the task will perform forever until 
interrupted by an abort task. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Length The duration of the task No Float 
Start Animation The override clip for the start of 

the task 
No Animation 

Clip 
Task Animation The override clip for the looping 

task animation 
No Animation 

Clip 
End Animation The override clip for the end of 

the task 
No Animation 

Clip 
 
This action always returns RUNNING while performing the task and SUCCESS when the task 
ends. 
 

Pick Quickest Attack 
The Pick Quickest Attack action makes the NPC switch to the quickest attack it can perform. 
It has no parameters and it always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Play Animation 
The Play Animation action makes the NPC AI play an animation . It has the following 
parameters: 



 
 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Animation Name The name of the animation state 
to play 

No String 

Override Clip The (optional) override clip for 
the animation 

No Animation 
Clip 

Is Mirror A flag to determine if the 
animation should be flipped 

No Bool 

 
This action returns RUNNING while playing the animation, then returns SUCCESS. 
 

Set Aggressive 
The Set Aggressive action sets the aggressive flag on the NPC AI. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Status A boolean value to set the flag 
to 

No Bool 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Stop Aiming 
The Stop Aiming action makes the NPC AI stop aiming. It has no parameters and always 
returns SUCCESS. 
 

Trigger Combat Input 
The Trigger Combat Input action triggers one of the NPC AI combat inputs. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Combat Input 1 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Combat Input 2 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Combat Input 3 Whether to trigger this input No Bool 
Modifier Whether to trigger the modifier No Bool 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Trigger Quick Slot 
The Trigger Quick Slot action triggers one of the NPC AI quick slots. This works exactly like if 
a player did it, potentially triggering weapon drawing/sheathing. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Right Hand Quick Slot Whether to trigger this slot No Bool 



Left Hand Quick Slot Whether to trigger this slot No Bool 
Spell Quick Slot Whether to trigger this slot No Bool 
Consumable Quick Slot Whether to trigger this slot No Bool 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Trigger Roll 
The Trigger Roll action makes the NPC perform a roll or a step back. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Force Step Back A flag to force a step back 
instead of a roll 

No Bool 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

Wait For Attack To End 
The Wait For Attack To End action makes the NPC AI wait for the attack to end. This task is 
needed only when using combos with NPCs (see the section on Eadon Character Controller 
specific features). It has no parameters and returns RUNNING while waiting and SUCCESS 
after the attack is completed. 
 

Formation Tasks 
These tasks require the NPC AI to be part of a group, and some of them only apply to the 
group leader. Formation tasks work in pairs: the leader orders a formation and the group 
members receive the order, and receive the offset from the leader based on the formation 
type. 
 

Cancel Formation 
The Cancel Formation action unsets the Formation Updated event, causing the Formation 
Updated abort action to return false. 
 

Formation Updated 
The Formation Updated action checks if the Formation Updated event has been received by 
the NPC AI. This event is triggered automatically when all the NPC AIs in the formation are in 
position. It is an Abort task. 
 

Is Leader Close 
The Is Leader Close action checks if the leader is within a predefined distance. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Leader Max Distance The distance to the leader to 
check 

No Float 

 
This action returns FAILURE  if the leader is not within the distance, SUCCESS if he is. 



 

Move In Formation 
The Move In Formation moves the NPC AI in formation, following the leader at the offset 
calculated when the formation order was received. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Arrive Distance The stopping distance No Float 
Stop On Task End Whether to stop the agent on 

task end 
No Bool 

Speed The speed at which to move No AgentSpeed 
enum 

 
This action returns FAILURE  if the NPC AI is not part of a group, RUNNING otherwise. 
 

Order Column Formation 
The Order Column Formation action checks if the NPC AI has received the order to assume a 
line formation and if yes it will determine the NPC AI position in the formation. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Time To Wait The amount of time to wait for 
the group members to assume 
formation 

Yes Float 

Offset Param Name The name under which the 
offset of the NPC AI will be 
placed in the context 

Yes string 

Number Of Columns How many lines there will be in 
the formation 

Yes Int 

Space Between The space between formation 
members 

Yes Vector3 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if the order is issued, RUNNING while waiting for the members 
to assume the formation, FAILURE if the NPC AI is not part of a group or not the group 
leader. 
 

Order Line Formation 
The Order Line Formation action sends an order to the group to assume a line formation. It 
has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Time To Wait The amount of time to wait for 
the group members to assume 
formation 

Yes Float 

Offset Param Name The name under which the 
offset of the NPC AI will be 
placed in the context 

Yes string 



Number Of Lines How many lines there will be in 
the formation 

Yes Int 

Space Between The space between formation 
members 

Yes Vector3 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if the order is issued, RUNNING while waiting for the members 
to assume the formation, FAILURE if the NPC AI is not part of a group or not the group 
leader. 
 

Order V Formation 
The Order V Formation action sends an order to the group to assume a V formation. It has 
the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Time To Wait The amount of time to wait for 
the group members to assume 
formation 

Yes Float 

Offset Param Name The name under which the 
offset of the NPC AI will be 
placed in the context 

Yes string 

X Offset The X axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 

Y Offset The Y axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 

Z Offset The Z axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if the order is issued, RUNNING while waiting for the members 
to assume the formation, FAILURE if the NPC AI is not part of a group or not the group 
leader. 
 

Order Wedge Formation 
The Order Wedge Formation action sends an order to the group to assume a line formation. 
It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Time To Wait The amount of time to wait for 
the group members to assume 
formation 

Yes Float 

Offset Param Name The name under which the 
offset of the NPC AI will be 
placed in the context 

Yes string 

X Offset The X axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 

Y Offset The Y axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 



Z Offset The Z axis offset between 
formation members 

Yes float 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if the order is issued, RUNNING while waiting for the members 
to assume the formation, FAILURE if the NPC AI is not part of a group or not the group 
leader. 
 
 

Combat 
Combat actions are used in combat situations. 
 

Attack 
The Attack action makes NPC AI attack a target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target The target to attack (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

 

Has Targets 
The Has Targets action checks if the NPC AI has at least one target. It return SUCCESS if the 
condition is true, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

No Target Abort 
The No Target Abort action aborts the behaviour tree if the NPC AI has no targets left. 
 

Pick Closest Target  
The Pick Closest Target action forces the NPC AI to pick the closest target. 
 

Pick Highest Aggro Target 
The Pick Highest Aggro Target action forces the NPC AI to pick the target towards which it 
has the highest aggro level (see the section on Combat). 
 

Pick RPG Target 
The Pick RPG Target action forces the NPC AI to pick the target preferred by the RPG 
character component. Requires Eadon RPG or Eadon RPG for Invector and a EadonCharacter 
component on the AI NPC (EadonRpgNpc for Invector). 
 

Set Auto Target Strategy 
The Set Auto Target Strategy action sets the strategy the NPC AI uses to choose the next 
target (see the section on Combat). It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Strategy Choice of None, Closest and 
HighestAggro 

No - 

 
 



Set Lock On Status 
The Set Lock On Status action makes NPC AI lock on (or stop locking on) to a target. It has 
the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Status The status of the lock on to set 
on the NPC AI 

No Bool 

 

Invector Specific Tasks 
All these tasks are specific to Invector and will only appear if you have enabled integration 
with Invector FSM. 
 

Invector Add Item To Slot 
The Invector Add Item To Slot action makes the NPC AI add a vItem from the vItemManager 
to a specified slot, triggering the actual equipping of the item. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Item Id The id of the target vItem No Int 
EquipArea The id of the target vEquipArea No Int 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have a vItemManager or if it doesn’t have 
the actual item. It will return SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Invector Aim To Target 
The Invector Aim To Target action makes the NPC AI aim towards its target. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Stay Look Time How long the NPC AI will aim No float 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Invector Shooter AI. It will return 
RUNNING while aiming, then SUCCESS after that. 
 

Invector Animator Trigger 
The Invector Animator Trigger action sets a trigger on the NPC AI animator. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Animator Trigger The name of the animator to 
trigger 

No String 

 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 



Invector Block Stance 
The Invector Block Stance action sets the NPC AI blocking for a period of time. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Duration The time to keep up the block 
stance 

No Float 

 
This action always returns RUNNING while keeping the stance, SUCCESS afterwards. 
 

Invector Look Around 
The Invector Look Around action makes the NPC AI look around. It has no parameters and 
always returns true 
 

Invector Melee Attack 
The Invector Melee Attack action makes the NPC AI trigger a melee attack against the NPC 
target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Strong Attack Whether to trigger a weak or 
strong attack 

No Bool 

Attack ID The ID of the attack to trigger, 
by default it’s -1, meaning 
random 

No Int 

Force Can Attack A flag to force the attack 
irrespective of the timing 
settings on the NPC 

No Bool 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Invector Combat, Melee or Shooter AI, 
otherwise SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Melee Attack Generic Target 
The Invector Melee Attack action makes the NPC AI trigger a melee attack against a generic 
target. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target Name The name of the target in the 
blackboard 

Yes string 

Strong Attack Whether to trigger a weak or 
strong attack 

No Bool 

Attack ID The ID of the attack to trigger, 
by default it’s -1, meaning 
random 

No Int 

Force Can Attack A flag to force the attack 
irrespective of the timing 
settings on the NPC 

No Bool 



 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Invector Combat, Melee or Shooter AI, 
otherwise SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Melee Block 
The Invector Melee Block action makes the NPC AI try to block. It has no parameters. This 
action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Invector Combat, Melee or Shooter AI. It will 
always return SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Mounted Attack 
This task is only available if Malbers Animations’ Horse Animset Pro is installed and HAP 
integration for in vector is in place. 
The Invector Mounted Attack action trigger an attack with the right hand weapon while 
mounted. It has no parameters. This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have a 
MWeaponManager component. It will always return SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Play Animation 
The Invector Play Animation action makes the NPC AI play a specific animation. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Animation Name The name of the animation as it 
appears in the animator 

No String 

 

Invector Shoot Target 
The Invector Shoot Target action makes the NPC AI shoot its target. It has no parameters. It 
will return FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Invector Shooter AI or if it can’t attack, otherwise 
SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Simple Holder Draw 
The Invector Simple Holder Draw action makes the NPC AI with vSimpleHolder draw its 
weapon. It will return FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have a vSimpleHolder component, 
otherwise SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Simple Holder Sheath 
The Invector Simple Holder Sheath action makes the NPC AI with vSimpleHolder sheath its 
weapon. It will return FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have a vSimpleHolder component, 
otherwise SUCCESS. 
 

Invector Trigger Quick Slot 
The Invector Trigger Quick Slot action makes the NPC AI trigger a quick slot on the inventory. 
This can be used to equip or unequip a weapon. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Equip Area Which quick slot to trigger (0 for 
weapon, 1 for defense, 2 for 

No Int 



consumables, 3 for spells if 
you’re using the Eadon RPG for 
Invector add-on 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI does not have an inventory or if the equipArea is 
not valid, otherwise SUCCESS. 
 

Eadon RPG for Invector 
All these tasks are specific to Invector with the Eadon RPG for Invector add-on. 
 

Cast Spell 
The Cast Spell action makes the NPC AI cast a spell from its inventory. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Spell Item Id The id of the spell vItem No int 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the NPC AI is not an Eadon Rpg Character or if it doesn’t have 
the spell in its inventory. 
 

Generic Actions 
All these tasks are generic and do not assume the presence of a character controller. They 
can be used with the generic BehaviourTreeAgent component. 
 

Check Context Bool 
The Check Context Bool action compares a context bool with a predefined value. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value To Check The value to check against No Bool 
 
This action returns SUCCESS if the values match, FAILURE otherwise. 

Check Context Bool Abort 
The Check Context Bool Abort action is an abort version of the Check Context Bool action. 
 

Decrement Counter 
The Decrement Counter action decrements a variable in the blackboard. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The variable to decrement 
(name of context var) 

Yes String 

Value The amount to decrement by No Int 
 



This action returns FAILURE if the field doesn’t exist, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Destroy Game Object 
The Destroy Game Object action destroys a game object, removing it from the context 
afterwards. It has the following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target Game Object The game object to destroy 
(name of context var) 

Yes String 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the game object is null, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Find Nearest Object With Tag 
The Find Nearest Object With Tag action compares a context bool with a predefined value. If 
an object is found it will be placed in the context. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Tag The tag to check No String 
Max Distance The range within which to check No Float 
Target Game Object The context game object with 

the result (name of context var) 
No String 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if an object is found, FAILURE otherwise. If no object is found, 
the context game object will be null. 
 

Increment Counter 
The Increment Counter action increments a variable in the blackboard. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The variable to increment (name 
of context var) 

Yes String 

Value The amount to increment by No Int 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the field doesn’t exist, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Is Object Within Distance 
The Is Object Within Distance action checks if a specific object is within a predefined range. 
It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target Game Object The target game object (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

Radius The radius of the range No Float 
 
This action returns SUCCESS if the the target is within range, FAILURE otherwise. 



 

Look At Game Object 
The Look At Game Object action rotates the agent to look at a target game object. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target Game Object The target game object (name of 
context var) 

Yes String 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the target is null, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Bool 
The Set Context Bool action sets a context bool with a predefined value. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Bool 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Float 
The Set Context Float action sets a context float with a predefined value. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Float 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Int 
The Set Context Int action sets a context bool with a predefined value. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Int 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 



Set Context String 
The Set Context String action sets a context string with a predefined value. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No String 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Vector2 
The Set Context Vector2 action sets a context Vector2 with a predefined value. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Vector2 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Vector3 
The Set Context Vector3 action sets a context Vector3 with a predefined value. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Vector3 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 

Set Context Vector4 
The Set Context Vector4 action sets a context Vector4 with a predefined value. It has the 
following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Context Field Name The context name of the field to 
check 

Yes String 

Value The value to set No Vector4 
 
This action returns FAILURE if the name is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 
 
 



Collaboration 
Colaboration actions leverage the Eadon AI group system. 
 

Is Group Leader 
The Is Group Leader action checks if the NPC is group leader. It has no parameters and 
returns SUCCESS if it’s the leader, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Is Member Hurt 
The Is Member Hurt action checks if a group member has been hurt. It has the following 
parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Health Threshold The threshold below which the 
member is hurt. Valoe is 0..1 
where 1 is 100% health 

No Float 

 

Master Attacked Event 
The Master Attack Event action aborts the current tree when the NPC AI receives the event 
indicating the group leader has been attacked. 
 

Master Dead Event 
The Master Dead Event action aborts the current tree when the NPC AI receives the event 
indicating the group leader is dead. 
 

Send Target To Group 
The Send Target To Group action sends the current NPC AI target to all the members in the 
group. 
 
 

Malbers Animal Controller 
These tasks leverage functionalities of the Animal Controller. 
 

Activate State 
The Activate State action tries to activate a specific state on the animal. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

State ID The ID of the state to activate No Int 
 
This action returns SUCCESS if the state was activated, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

Malbers Wait For Attack To Finish 
The Malbers Wait For Attack To Finish action is a wait task that waits for the last triggered 
attack to end. 
 



Trigger Mode 
The Trigger Mode action tries to trigger a specific ability of a mode on the animal. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Mode ID The ID of the mode to activate No Int 
Ability The ID of the ability to activate No Int 
Stop Effect After If the ability spawns an effect, 

this indicates the interval after 
which it should be stopped. -1 
means never 

No  Float 

Effect To Disable The ID of the effect to disable. -1 
means none 

No Int 

 
This action returns SUCCESS if the ability was triggered successfully, FAILURE otherwise. 
 

DOTween Tasks 
These tasks are available only if DOTween is installed in the project and the integration is 
enabled. 
 

Jump And Stomp 
The Jump And Stomp Target action causes the NPC AI to jump onto the player from a 
distance. It has the following parameters: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Target The target to jump onto, in the 
blackboard 

Yes String 

Jump Power The max height of the jump No Float 
Duration The duration of the jump No Float 
Max Distance The maximum distance of the 

target to be able to perform the 
jump 

No Float 

 
This action returns FAILURE if the target is not valid or too far away, SUCCESS otherwise. 
Please Note that this task by itself does not deal damage. 
 
 

Alertness Tasks 
These tasks are will have no effect on a character which is not using the alertness system. 
 

Is In Idle State 
The Is In Idle State action returns SUCCESS if the character alertness state is Idle, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 



Is In Suspicious State 
The Is In Suspicious State action returns SUCCESS if the character alertness state is 
Suspicious, FAILURE otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 

Is In Alert State 
The Is In Alert State action returns SUCCESS if the character alertness state is Alert, FAILURE 
otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 

Is In Combat State 
The Is In Combat State action returns SUCCESS if the character alertness state is Combat, 
FAILURE otherwise. It has no parameters. 
 

Suspicious Abort 
The Suspicious Abort action will abort id the NPC AI becomes Suspicious.  
 

No Longer Suspicious Abort 
The No Longer Suspicious Abort action will abort id the NPC AI stops being Suspicious.  
 

Alert Abort 
The Alert Abort action will abort id the NPC AI becomes Alert.  
 

No Longer Alert Abort 
The No Longer Alert Abort action will abort id the NPC AI stops being Alert.  
 

Combat Abort 
The Combat Abort action will abort id the NPC AI becomes Combat.  
 

Set Alertness State 
The Set Alertness State action set manually the current alertness state. It has the following 
parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Alertness State The new alertness state No - 
 
This action always returns SUCCESS. 
 

MasterAudio 
All these tasks are specific to Eadon Character Controller with Master Audio 2022. 
 

Play Master Audio 
The Play Master Audio action makes the NPC AI cast a spell from its inventory. It has the 
following parameter: 
 
Parameter Use Context Type 

Sound Group To Play The sound group to play No String 



 
This action returns FAILURE if the parameter is null or an empty string, SUCCESS otherwise. 

  



Sight and hearing 
Sight and hearing functionalities allow the AI to detect the player. Parameters for the sight 
and hearing systema can be found on the General tab of the inspector of the AI controller. 
 
Since version 1.3, you can decide if the NPC AI should detect targets in the field of vision 
enforcing line of sight checks or not. If LoS checks are enabled, a game object that enters 
the field of vision will be tracked and become a target only when line of sight is established. 
 
If using the default system, at Awake() the following will happen: 
 

• The detected tags on all detectors will be set to the Detected Tags in the NPC AI 
controller general tab 

• The length of the field of view will be set to the sight range 

• The range of the hearing sphere will be set to the hearing range 
 
Sight and hearing can filter the targets by tag. You can set the tags on the AI Controller 
inspector and they will be applied to all the detectors. No tag means that every tag 
(including untagged) is a valid target, subject to the requirements described below. 
 

Sight 
Sight is handled through a game object parented to the head bone of the NPC AI. This game 
object has a mesh collider shaped like a truncated pyramid set as a trigger and detects the 
player when it enters the trigger. Entering and leaving the collider sets the player visible flag 
on the EadonAIController . It looks like this: 
 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Detection Mode Choice between Update, FixedUpdate, 
Periodic Update and Manual 

Check Interval If periodic update, the interval in seconds 
after which a scan is performed 

Ignore List A list of game object which will be ignored 
Enable Tag Filter If enabled, only valid tags are allowed 
Allowed Tags A list of tags to be detected if the tag filter 

is enabled 
On Detected Event triggered when a game object is 

detected 
On Lost Detection Event triggered when detection is lost 

 

Hearing 
Hearing is handled through a game object parented to the head bone of the NPC AI. This 
game object has a RangeDetector and tracks all game objects in the range. The 
EadonAIController queries the detector for the list of AudioSource components it has 
detected, checks if they are playing and if that’s the case the actual volume heard is 



calculated. Every NPC AI has a hearing threshold and every noise whose volume is above the 
threshold will be detected. If a noise is detected, a behaviour tree event is raised. 
Please note that the volume detected is in a range of 0 to 1, therefore the hearing threshold 
should be less than 1. 
 

Alternatives 
Sight detection can be replaced by every other system available on the asset store, as long 
as it can call a method on the EadonAIController. There are two methods to invoke on the AI 
Controller: 
 

• SetTargetVisible(GameObject target) 

• SetTargetNotVisible(GameObject target) 
 
Any system that can invoke these two methods can be used instead of the built in system. 
 
The EadonAIController can also track the player through the player controller variable. In 
this scenario, the NPC AI can track the distance and line of sight through dedicated 
behaviour tree tasks. 
 

Detection Requirements 
For a game object to be recognized as a valid target by the detection system and the AI 
controller, it needs to have one of the following components attached: 
 

• Eadon Controller: no specific requirements 

• Malbers Animal Controller: one of 
o EadonAiMalbersTarget 
o EadonCollaborationAnimal 

• Invector: one of 
o EadonAiInvectorTarget 
o EadonCollaborationInvector 

• Other targets: StaticTarget 
 
This is because the NPC AI needs to be able to determine if the target is alive or dead, the 
health level etc. and this mechanism provides an abstraction to let different controllers 
work together. 
 
 
 
  



Alertness System 
The alertness system is an optional system designed to represent a more nuanced approach 
to NPC AIs. When this system is used, an NPC AI will be in one of four possible alertness 
states: 
 

• Idle 

• Suspicious 

• Alert 

• Combat 
 
An NPC will start in idle state and something happening in game (hearing a noise, seeing the 
player, etc) will raise the alertness to suspicious. If the event continues, the next step will be 
alert and finally combat. 
 
There are various Behaviour Tree tasks to react to these changes, allowing you to model 
activities such as going to investigate a noise, etc. 
 
The system comes with a prefab that shows you how to use an indicator for the state of the 
NPC AI alertness, which “fills up” to indicate the time spent in suspicious or alert state. 
 
An example could be this, where the player reaches an NPC AI and remains in front of it: 
 

1. The NPC AI sees the player 
2. The NPC AI will become suspicious 
3. The NPC AI will remain in suspicious state for a period defined in Suspicious Timeout 
4. The NPC AI will become alert 
5. The NPC AI will remain in alert state for a period defined in Alert Timeout 
6. The NPC AI will enter combat state 

 
You can define several additional parameters: 
 

• Change State On Noise will increase the alertness state when a noise is heard 

• Decreasing Alert will make the alert meter “fill up” and then “empty” before going 
back to the previous state 

• Switch To Combat On Sight will make a suspicious or alert NPC AI go immediately in 
combat mode when a target is spotted 

• Display Combat Status will change the alert indicator to show that the NPC AI is now 
in combat mode 

• Combat Status Time will make the combat indicator disappear after a period of time 
(if greater than 0) 

 
You can also use Behaviour Tree tasks to manually enter or exit a state without using the 
timeouts. This will let you model activities such as this: 
 

1. The player throws a bottle, which breaks and creates noise 



2. The noise heard is captured in a BT and triggers a change to suspicious state and a 
switch to a “investigate noise” behaviour tree 

3. The NPC AI will become suspicious and go investigate 
4. The NPC AI will remain in suspicious state for a period defined in the search 

behaviour tree and subsequent state changes are managed by the behaviour trees 
 
Please bear in mind that if you manually set the alertness state, you will not be able to use 
the timeout mechanism until you manually set the alertness state to Idle. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Combat 
There are two ways to handle NPC AI combat using Eadon AI. You can either build your 
behaviour trees and leverage the controller-specific actions (TriggerCombatInput for Eadon 
Controller, InvectorMeleeBlock/InvectorMeleeAttack/etc for Invector and TriggerMode for 
Malbers Animal Controller) or use automatic combat. 
 
In the first case you can build your combat routine from scratch, which could be useful 
when designing a boss behaviour tree where you want your NPC AI to perform precise 
sequences of attacks. 
In the second case you can delegate to the NPC AI the task of selecting the best attack based 
on the current situation. 
 

Attack Setup 
All NPC AIs built with Eadon AI have a tab in the inspector for attacks the AI can perform. 
You can either load attacks in the inspector before play starts (to configure them differently 
from the default) or leave that empty, in which case it will be loaded at start. 
 

 
 
The process is slightly different for Invector and Malbers Animal Controller, see the next 
chapter for specific details. 
 
This will detect all attacks the NPC AI can perform based on the configuration of its unarmed 
weapon and every weapon or damage dealing spell in his inventory. Detected attacks look 
like this: 
 
 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Attack Name The name of the attack 

Attack Type Choice of Melee, Ranged, Area, Ranged 
Area or None 

Attack Direction Choice of Front, Front Left, Front Right, 
Left, Right, Back and All Around. Used for 
positioning 

Attack Distance The ideal distance from target, calculated 
from the weapon reach 

Max Attack Distance The max distance for the attack 
Damage The damage dealt 

Unarmed A flag to indicate the attack is unarmed 
Is Ranged A flag to indicate the attack is ranged 
Cooldown The cooldown for this attack 
Item Id The item id of the weapon/spell 
Input The combat input for this attack 
Modifier Whether the modifier input needs to be set 
Pure Spell TODO 

 

Attack Selection 
The NPC AI will automatically select the best attack to use in two moments: 
 

• When a target is chosen 

• After an attack is performed 
 
Assuming the NPC AI has all possible attack types available, the process for choosing an 
attack is the following: 
 

1) If there are more than one target, choose an area attack 
a. Ranged if the enemies are away 
b. Normal area attack if the enemies are closer than half range 



2) Depending on the combat mode of the NPC AI: 
a. If melee only, select a melee attack 
b. If ranged only, select a ranged attack 
c. If both, select: 

i. A ranged attack if the target is over half range 
ii. A melee attack if the target is closer 

 
Obviously, if some attack types are not available those steps are skipped. Within every 
attack category, the choice of attack comes down to the following: 
 

1) If the character can be killed by s single attack (an attack that deals enough damage 
to kill the target), then that will be chosen 

2) If the target cannot be killed in one attack: 
a. the choice will be between strongest attack and fastest attack 
b. the chance of the strongest attack is either 50% or 20%, depending on if the 

target health is below 40% or not 
 
The process is slightly different for Invector and Malbers, but on principle it follows the 
same logic. 
 

Aggro 
Every target is associated with an aggro level, which changes over time: 
 

• The closest target has a higher base aggro 

• Every time a target hits the NPC AI, his particular aggro level goes up 

• Every time a target heals the current target, that particular target aggro increases 
 

Target Selection 
A NPC AI can use different strategies for choosing the target: 
 

1) None: the target selection is done manually using tasks in the behaviour tree 
2) Closest: the NPC AI will always choose the closest target when checking for a new 

target 
3) Highest Aggro: the NPC AI will always choose the target with the highest aggro 

 
Please note that other add-ons might add additional target selection strategies. 
 
Normally a NPC AI will select/change target in the following cases: 
 

• A target is added to the current target list (either because it was detected, or it was 
added via the group system) 

• The current target is dead 

• The current target is not visible again 

• The NPC AI is no longer taunted (see below) 

• The NPC AI receives damage and SwitchTargetOnDamage is set 
 



Taunting 
Taunting represents the ability of a character (NPC AI or player) to taunt other NPC AIs and 
force them to switch target to the taunter. Taunting is implemented as a spell in Eadon RPG 
(for both Eadon Controller and Invector). Taunting has a duration, after which the target is 
no longer taunted and will check for a new target according to the rules described above. 
 
Note that the new target can be the taunter (for example if it’s the closer or the one with 
the highest aggro. 
 
When taunted, a NPC AI with SwitchTargetOnDamage set to true will only switch target if its 
health is below the TauntDamageThreshold (as a percentage). 
 
If the NPC AI has a taunt marker, it will be activated when taunted and deactivated when 
not taunted. 
 
An NPC AI can only be taunted if the Can Be Taunted checkbox is set in the General tab of 
the controller inspector. 
 
 
 
 

  



Boss Health UI 
The normal setup for NPC health UI is an overhead bar. This might not work if you plan to 
have boss fights with a static boss health UI positioned at the top or bottom of the screen. 
 
A sample Boss Health UI prefab is provided, that you can use instead. To achieve this, add 
the Boss Health UI prefab to your character (or select that as the health UI in the creation 
screen) and set Show Health UI At Start to false in the General tab of the AI Controller 
inspector. 
 
You can the manually enable and disable the Boss Health UI with a trigger when needed (if 
the player enters an area or, if you attach it to the boss character, when the player is within 
a certain distance from the boss) like this: 
 

 
 
Please note that the provided Boss Health UI is meant to be customized (it has a TMP Text 
field for the boss name, for example). 
  



Controller Specific Functionalities 
Since every controller is different and has different functionalities, some features are 
available only for certain controllers. 
 

Eadon Character Controller 
NPC AIs based on Eadon Controller can be executed by adding an execution trigger to them. 
 

Off Mesh Links 
Eadon AI NPCs can leverage custom movement across off mesh links. In order to use this 
system, add an EadonOffMeshLink component to the same game object that holds the 
OffMeshLink component: 
 

 
 
The possible movement types are: 
 

• Custom 

• Drop Down 

• Jump Across 

• Jump Over 

• Slide Under 

• Ladder 

• Reach 

• Reach High 
 
Custom is used for Malbers Animal Controller. Other traversal types will be added over time. 
Among the Eadon Controller demos you’ll find sample scenes showing the setup of all types 
of off mesh links. 
 



NPCs and attack combos 
By default, Eadon AI NPCs will execute behaviour trees only in the NPC Locomotion and the 
NPC Mounted states. Combo detection happens in the Wait For Animation state, where no 
behaviour trees are processed. This is by design, as it makes for simpler behaviour trees 
because while the character plays the attack animation the behaviour tree is paused. 
 
If you want your NPCs to: 
 

1) Create your NPCs using a combo version of the NPC graph: 
 

 
 
by clicking on the selector circle in the NPC Graph field: 

 
 
If you have already created your NPC and just want to add support for combos, make 
a copy of the combo graph you need (activatable or normal) and replace the NPC 
graph in your character inspector 

2) You also need to make changes to your Behaviour Trees: add a Wait For Attack To 
Finish task immediately after your attack task (either the general Attack task or the 
Trigger Combat Input task) 

 

Invector 

Original detection system 
NPC AIs based on Invector can opt out of the detection system normally used and instead 
use the original Invector detection system by ticking the checkbox on the creation screen. Of 
course, using the original system will not allow the use of the various functionalities 
provided by Eadon AI detection system. 
 

King Ceryn’s Directional Combat 
Invector NPC AIs can have support for King Ceryn’s Directional Combat addon for Invector if 
enabled. This REQUIRES the use of Invector native detection system. In order to use it, just 
set up your NPC AI in the same way you would set up a normal FSM AI NPC. 
 



Support for Horse Animset Pro 
Eadon AI comes with custom integration for Horse Animset Pro, to be used as a 
replacement for Malbers Animations integration. The main difference is that this integration 
supports NPC Ais to allow NPCs to ride mounts. There are three versions of the integrations: 
 

• EadonInvectorHapLink, for Invector Basic Locomotion 

• EadonInvectorHapLinkMelee, for Invector Melee 

• EadonInvectorHapLinkShooter, for Invector Shooter 
 
These are direct replacement for Malbers’ versions, please refer to Malbers’ documentation 
for more information. Please note that the Melee and the Shooter versions require the 
WeaponManager component from Malbers (which in version 4.4 will also add the Aim 
component). 
 
Also note that in order to use weapons while riding, all weapons need to have the Malbers’ 
weapon components. Please refer to Malbers’ official documentation. 
 

Eadon RPG for Invector 

Using Eadon RPG for Invector spells with the automatic attack selection system 
Invector NPC AIs with the RPC NPC component can choose spells as their next attack. Due to 
the fact that spells are vItems but the actual spell info is contained in a component in a 
prefab spawned by the animator, you need to provide information to the AI Controller to 
define what a spell looks like. You need to create an AI Spell Definition scriptable object 
(menu Create/Eadon RPG/New Eadon AI Spell Definition) and fill in data for spells. Do this 
for all spells which deal damage (i.e. which can be considered an attack for gameplay 
purposes). The scriptable object looks like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 



Spell Item Id The ID of the vItem of the spell 
Spawn Prefab The prefab of the spell 
Damage The damage dealt by the spell 
Min Distance The minimum range of the spell 
Max Distance The maximum range of the spell 
Cooldown The cooldown for the spell, i.e. how often 

can the spell be cast 
 
Once configured, the scriptable object must be assigned in the Spells/Abilities field in the 
Attacks tab of the inspector. 
 
Please note that you normally need to do this only once in your project (and keep it updated 
when you add new spells), the AI Controller will create attacks only for the spells which are 
actually in the starting equipment of the NPC AI. 
 

Dual role characters and RPG character component 
If you want to have dual role characters (i.e. characters that can switch between Player and 
NPC role) and you want to leverage the RPG Character functionalities, you need to do the 
following: 
 

1) Setup your character as a dual role character as per the chapter on Invector NPC 
creation, without the RPG Character component 

2) With your dual role character selected, choose the Create Dual Role RPG Character 
option from the Invector/Eadon RPG menu 

 
This will add both the EadonRpgCharacter and the EadonRpgNpc components together with 
the EadonAiRpgSupport component which will keep the state aligned between the two. 
 

Malbers Animal Controller 
At this moment there are no Malbers Animal Controller specific functions. 
 
 
 

  



Groups, Companions and Mount AI 
Companions are NPC AIs which form a group with the player character. They can represent 
everything from soldiers under the command of the player to pets or members of the party 
of the player in an RPG. Companions are notified when the player receives damage or is 
killed. 
 
Mounts are NPC AI which can be summoned by the player and ridden. Mount AIs require 
the integration with Malbers’ Animal Controller and Horse Animset Pro to be enabled.  
The type of behaviour is managed in the AI Controller component, but the coordination is 
handled through the EadonCollaboration component: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Current Status Displays the current status of the NPC AI 
Is Part Of Group A toggle to determine if an autonomous NPC 

AI is part of a group (see below). If checked, 
two more fields appear, one for the group 
name and another to assign the NPC the role 
of leader 

Group Name The name of the group this NPC AI belongs to 
(only visible if part of a group) 

Is Leader A flag to indicate if the NPC AI is leader of a 
group (only visible if part of a group) 

Group Awareness A flag to indicate that a target acquired by 
one NPC AI will be shared automatically with 
the group 

Companions A list of all the current companions of the 
NPC AI 

 



An NPC can be part of a group of autonomous NPC AIs. A group is the basis for coordinated 
behaviours such as formations, coordinated attacks etc. A number of behaviour tree tasks 
let a group leader issue orders to group members and allow group members to react to 
orders and other events. 
 
Players can also have an EadonCollaboration component (with Invector and Malbers 
versions). This lets you create groups where the player is the leader.  
If you create a group with NPC AIs that can switch between NPC and player role, you have 
the foundation for a party system. There is a demo scene highlighting this functionality. 
 
If a player does not have a group set, an implicit group will be created for the player, named 
“<PLAYER GAME OBJECT NAME> Player Group”. This will enable features in other assets 
that rely on the presence of a player group (an example of which is the Charm Person spell 
effect in Eadon RPG and Eadon RPG for Invector). 
 
If Group Awareness is set in the group, targets acquired by one member will automatically 
be shared with other members of the group. There is also a behaviour tree task to 
accomplish the same. 
 
 
 
 
  



Waypoint Navigation 
Eadon AI comes with a waypoint path system. In order to create a waypoint path, you need 
to create an empty game object and add the WaypointPath component to it. It looks like 
this: 
 

 
 
In order to add a point to the path, click on the Add Point button and click on the scene. A 
waypoint will be created on the collider detected under the mouse. Please note that Gizmos 
need to be active. Once at least 2 waypoints are present, the path will be drawn: 
 

 
 



Waypoints will be created as children of the path object and receive the Waypoint 
component. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
Pause Time is a field to specify how long the NPC AI will linger at the waypoint. Waypoint 
Reached Event is an event that is triggered when the NPC AI reaches the waypoint.  
 
The next block is available only when using Eadon Character Controller and is used to 
control what the NPC AI can do at the waypoint. The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Play Animation Whether to play an animation at the waypoint 
Pause After Animation Apply the Pause Time after the animation, otherwise it will 

be applied before 
Animation To Play The animator state to play 
Override Clip The (optional) clip to use to override the animation 
Is Mirror A flag to indicate if the animation should be mirrored 

 
 
 
 
 

  



NPC AI Spawning 
Eadon AI comes with a simple spawning system designed to spawn NPC AIs in your scene. In 
order to use it, create an empty game object and add an EadonSpawner component to it. It 
looks like this: 
 

 
 
 
Spawn type can be a choice between Single Prefab, List or Random In List. In the first case 
you get to specify how many will be spawned, in the other cases the full list will be 
spawned. 
 
Locations is a choice between Random In Range, in which case you get to specify the range 
(with an option to show the range if Gizmos are enabled) and specify if you want to sample 
the navmesh: 
 



 
 
Or Spawn Points, which give you the option to add spawn points by clicking the Create 
Spawn Point In Scene button and clicking in the scene: 
 

 
 
The spawner also lets you respawn either on death or in waves: 
 

 

  



Pathfinding in 3D Space 
Eadon AI supports pathfinding in 3D space. In order to enable this feature, you need to 
create an empty game object in your scene, add the Octree component to it and a box 
collider set as trigger large enough to cover the area of space you want your flying NPC AI to 
be able to fly in. The Octree component at start will build a octree based map of the space in 
the area of the box collider and then will provide pathfinding in space by applying a version 
of the A* algorithm to the octree partitions. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Min Cell Size Minimum size of the cell 
Mask A layer mask to filter which layers will be considered 

when building the octree 
Max Milliseconds Per Frame The max time that can be spent calculating paths 
Max Active Pathfinders How many pathfinders can be active at the same time 

 
Changing these parameters affects both the time it takes to build the octree and the time it 
takes to calculate a path. In particular the smaller the cell size is, the longer it will take to 
calculate a path, but the smoother it will be. 
 
You can have multiple Octrees in your scene, assigned to different flying NPC AIs. Multiple 
NPC AIs can share the same Octree, which will then process pathfinding requests for all the 
NPC AIs that use it. 
 
The Octree must then be assigned to the flying AI in the Flight tab of the inspector: 
 



 
 
This process is leveraged by the FlyFollowTarget task, and behind the scenes it works by 
setting the isFlyingOffMesh flag to true in the Eadon AI controller and providing a 
flyTarget to follow. 
 
The Fly Target will be created at start in the form of a new Game Object named “<NPC AI 
Name> Fly Target”, positioned 10m on top of the NPC. 
 
While the NPC AI has a target, the fly target will follow the target (always 10m on top), 
allowing the NPC AI to follow the target around the map. 
 
In this initial version, there are some limitations: 
 

1) Only Malbers Animal Controller-based NPC AIs can leverage this 
2) The flying AI needs to be within the volume of the Octree when the flight starts 
3) The destination must be within the same Octree as the start point 

 
 
 
 
  



License 
You agree that Cogs & Goggles own all rights, title and interest in this Asset, including 

without limitation all applicable Intellectual Property Rights. "Intellectual Property Rights" 

means any and all intellectual property rights wherever in the world and whenever arising 

(and including any application), including patent laws, copyright, trade secrets, know-how, 

confidential information, business names and domain names, computer programs, 

trademark laws, service marks, trade names, utility models, design rights, semi-conductor 

topography rights, database rights, goodwill or rights to sue for passing off, and any and all 

other proprietary rights worldwide. You agree that you will not, and will not allow any third 

party to, 

(i) copy, sell, license, distribute, transfer, modify, adapt, translate, prepare derivative works 

from, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive source code 

from the Asset, unless otherwise permitted, 

(ii) take any action to circumvent or defeat the security or content usage rules provided, 

deployed or enforced by any functionality (including without limitation digital rights 

management or forward-lock functionality) in the Asset, 

(iv) remove, obscure, or alter Cogs & Goggles' or any third party's copyright notices, 

trademarks, or other proprietary rights notices affixed to or contained within the Unity 

Asset Store or Assets. 

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR SOLE 

RISK AND THAT THE ASSET IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” WITHOUT WARRANTY 

OF ANY KIND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. IN PARTICULAR, 

COGS & GOGGLES, ITS SUBSIDIARIES, HOLDING COMPANIES AND AFFILIATES, AND ITS 

LICENSORS DO NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT TO YOU THAT: 

(A) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, 

(B) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR FREE FROM 

ERROR, 

(C) ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED BY YOU AS A RESULT OF YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL 

BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE, AND 

(D) THAT DEFECTS IN THE OPERATION OR FUNCTIONALITY OF ANY SOFTWARE PROVIDED TO 

YOU AS PART OF THE ASSETS WILL BE CORRECTED. 



YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND YOU ARE SOLELY 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM, OR OTHER DEVICE, OR LOSS 

OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM SUCH USE. 

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, COGS & GOGGLES FURTHER 

EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, WHETHER 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES TERMS 

AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. 

 
 
 


